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Universtiy School Fate To Be Decided Next Month
Amid internal disagreements among
board members, the Murray State
University Board of Regents voted
Saturday to hold a special meeting in
the near future to decide the fate of the
University School.
A large crowd, representing both
sides of the issue, was at the meeting to
express views on the subject of the
closing of the school. After the
statements had been herd by the board,
it appeared that the general concenus
of the board was to wait until the next
board meeting to vote on the school's
future, because two board members
who were absent especially wanted to
vote on the matter.
Then, unexpectedly, student
representative Cathy Cole moved to

close the school. Her motion brought
much discussion between the board
members, who agreed with her that the
faculty of the school deserved to know
the board's plans sooner than the next
board meeting, but who were reluctant
to go against the wishes of the two
absent members and have the vote.
Finally, the motion was laid on the
table, with the condition that a special
meeting be held next month to make a
decision that chairman Dr. Charles
Howard said "will stand."
Homo*" said that those involved
deserve to know what the future of the
school will be in a permanent basis and
that it is time for the board to make
such a decision.
Dr David Roos, representing the

Parent-Teachers Associations of the
Carter and Robertson Schools,spoke to
the board in opposition of the active
recruiting tactics of those supporting
the school. He told the board that the
loss of the 114 students in the University
School costs the city and county school
districts about $61,000 in lost state
funds.
Dr. Roos asked the board to give
consideration to reimbursing the school
districts for these lost funds if the
school remains open. It was noted,
however, that Roos was representing
the PTA groups only, and did not speak
for the school board administrations.
Representatives of the University
School PTA also were present at

Saturday's meeting and urged that the
facility not be closed. Mrs. Carla
Rexroat, president of the group, said
that MSU students last semester spent
more than 1,000 hours training in the
facility, which, she noted, is the
primary purpose of the school, to
provide laboratory experience for
university students.
In other board action, three nese
degree programs were created.
The new programs include:
-An Associate of Science degree in
Medical Records Technology and a
Bachelor of Science degree in Medical
Records Administration.
-A baccalaureate minor in religious
studies which will be designed to foster
a "sympathic understanding" of the

range of religious traditions and
culture.
-An Associate of Science degree and
Bachelor of Science degree in
Occupational Safety and Health to help
prepare graduates with skills needed to
function as safety professionals.
The board also voted to establish two
programs in international studies. One
is the Kentucky lnsitute for European
Studies which offers students the opportunity to study abroad and visit
numerous cultural centers in Europe.
The institute will utilize faculty from
MSU. Course offerings for the 1976
summer session include German,
history, English and music. Cost per
student for tuition, air fare, rail transportation, room and two meals per day

will be approximately $1,100.
The second program, Murray is
Merida, is scheduled for six weeks in
Merida, Mexico. Course offerings will
include Latin American studies, art,
education, history and Spanish. Cost is
estimated at $850 for the summer
session.
Dr. Curris also gave the following
capital construction report:
-The MSU Livestock Center located
on the university farm is 87 per cent
complete and should be open by April 1.
-Bids for a new central heating and
air conditioning plant should be open by
April 1. He said the design is almost
completed and that construction should
begin later this year.
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464144 WINS-The Calloway County High School Speech and Debate **OM virgin maw pi.
Saturday at the Western Kentucky University invitational Tournament The team is coached by Larry England.

Staff Pttoto by David Hal

Calloway
Team Wins
Sweepstakes
The Calloway County High speech
team won first place sweepstakes
honors Saturday at the Western Kentucky University Invitational Tournament in Bowling Green.
The Laker speech team placed first
over Russellville in second place and
Trigg Co. followed in third place. There
were 26 schools from Kentucky, Tennessee, and Ohio in competition.
Nine Calloway team members
qualified for the finals in the individual
events. All nine placed in their event.
There were six places awarded in each
event due to the large number of
students competing.
Nada Frazer, Teresa Moody and
Tammy Feltner placed first, third and
fourth in dramatics respectively.
Chuck Williams and Krit Stubblefield
placed second and fifth in Oratory.
Randy Herndon and Randy McDaniel
received second place in duet-acting.
Mike Farris placed fifth in storytelling.
Johnny Brinkley took sixth place in
extemporaneous speaking.
Speech and debate Coach Larry
England said that this was our most
impressive win; the competition was
the best we have competed against this
„Calloway isrilLenter the Murray
.year...
High Invitational Saturday, February
28th, before starting the regional
speech tournamenton March 5.

Murray State University faculty have not been granted salary increases
members who have opposed policies equal to other faculty members
and positions of the university because they have used the classroom
president have been penalized by to "vent their feelings about the adreceiving salary increases below the ministration." The president said one
average of their peers, according to way of deciding salary increases for
charges brought Saturday by the MSU faculty members is based on their
chapter of the American Association of performance in the classroom. He
University Professors(AAUP).
continued that "expressing feelings
The charges were brought in a report against the administration" shouldn't
submitted Saturday at the meeting of be done in the classroom, where there is
- the university board of regents. Dr. C. a "captive audience that is forced to
D. Wilder, president of the local listen."
chapter of the AAUP, said information
Dr. Curris do acknowledged that
in the report was taken from salary some of the faculty members menrosters for the 1974-75 and 1975-76 tioned in the AAUP report who received
academic years.
below average salary increases have
The charges were denied by Murray expressed anti-administration feelings
President Dr. Constantine Curtis. to students during classroom time.
Curris said after the meeting that "No
The report submitted by Wilder says
faculty member to my knowledge has that 7 of 15 faculty members who
ever been denied a salary increase received salary increases of less than
because of conflicts with the president four per cent are "known critics of the
Curris administration." The report also
or the board."
CurrLs admitted, however, that some alleges that "these facts suggest that
faculty members in the last two years the seven individuals were punished in
violation of their academic freedom."
The seven were identified by the
report as Dr. Charles Daughaday,
associate professor of English; Wilder,
associate professor of biology; Dr. John
H. Watson, chairman of the Department of Sociology; Dr. Charles Homra,
chairman of the Department of
psychology; Dr. Guy Battle, chairman
strike, which began June 23, 1975."
of the department of English; Wayne
Tappan further stated: "The conM. Williams, associate professor of
version of 1974's fourth quarter loss per
instruction and learning; and Jo H.
share of $1.74 into 1975's fourth quarter
Lovett, assistant professor of child
net earnings of $.34 per share was
studies and instructor in the University
accomplished by School.
-Improved sales volume.
Daughaday served last fall as
-Non-recurrence of $3.5 million, or
chairman of the Faculty Organization,
$1.18 per share in 1974 from a plant
which was organized two years ago
closing, manufacturing realignments,
after a number of faculty members
and an accounting change to expanded
were denied tenure. The group has been
use of the last-in, first-out (LIFO) incritical of Dr. Curris and the board on
ventory valuation method.
past actions.
-Increased selling prices which
Wilder played an active part in the
exceeded material cost increases.
organization of the faculty group and
-An overall reduction in costs
has served as the AAUP president since
through lower inventory levels,
the chapter was organized. Daughaday,
reduced employment levels and anaccording to the AAUP report, received
(See Tappan,Page 12)
a salary increase less than one per cent,

Tappan Produced Near-Record
Sales During Fourth Quarter
MANSFIELD, OHIO - The Tappan
Company has announced operating
results for 1975 as follows:
-Fourth quarter sales of $65.0
million were the second highest
quarterly sales in the Company's
history and exceeded 1974's fourth
quater of $58.2 million, an increase of
11.7 percent.
-After seven consecutive quarters of
losses, the fourth quarter of 1975
produced net earnings of 11.0 million, or
$.34 per share, compared to the 1974
fourth quarter net loss of $5.3 million, or
11.74 per share.
-For the year 1975, sales of $214.7
million were 6.5 per cent behind the
prior year's $229.7 million.
-In 1975, the net loss of $2.7 million,
or 1.89 per share, was a 63.0 per cent
improvement over the 17.3 million, or
12.43 per share loss reported in 1974.
The local Tappan Company plant
operation has been idled since June of
last year "hen U. A. W. Local 1068 went
out oil strike.
Based upon the Company's sales and

Sunny And Wormer
Sunny and a little warmer today, high
in the low 50s. Fair and not as cold
tonight, low in the low 110s.- Partly
cloudy and warmer Tuesday high in the
upper Ms. Wednesday partly cloudy
with slight chance of showers.

earnings recovery during the fourth
quarter of 1975, the Company's Board of
Directors, at their regular bi-monthly
meeting today, approved a 1.05 per
share cash dividend payable March 15,
1976 to shareholders of record on March
I, 1976.
In further action the Board
established a record date of March 15,
1976 for the Annual Shareholders'
Meeting of The Tappan Company, to be
held at 4:00 p. m. at the Tappan Home
Center, Mansfield, Ohio, on April 26,
1976.
In other action, the board appointed
as corporate vice presidents, J. W.
Reece, vice president general manager
of the Tappan Air Conditioning Division
and
and E. L. Coveney, vice president
group executive of the Tappan Cabinet
Group.
Fourth Quarter Results
W.R. Tappan,chairman of the board,
reported, "the near-record sales of
$65.0 million in the fourth quarter of
1975 were 36.4 per cent above third
quarter sales levels and encompassed -A better than anticipated seasonal
demand for microwave ovens.
-A good incoming order rate in most
other product categories. .„ .
UnPrOving production level in
the Appliance Division to alleviate the
order backlog created in the third
quarter by the Murray, Kentucky

and Wilder received a salary increase
of 2.8 per cent. During the period
survyed, the two instructors'
increases
received
colleagues
averaging over six per cent, according
to the survey.
The report reads that "Both men
have discovered that they were
recommended for average increases
plus merit increases on the departmental and dean's levels." Thew
salary increases were then reduced at
the vice presidential or presidential
level."
Watson was recommended for an
increase by his dean, the report said,
but when he received his current
contract, he "discovered that he had
received no salary increase whatever."
The report indicates that Watson has
been an active member of the faculty
organization and is an "outspoken
critic of what he believes to be some
academically dubious programs
ft/mated try Presidentcuriae.**
The report states that Watson was
promised a written explanation for the
lack of a salary increase nine months
ago and has not yet received it.
Homra served as chairman of the
Faculty OrganizaLen a year ago and
received a salary increase of only 2.2
per cent, according to the report.
Battle, who also reportedly has been
critical of Curris, received an increase
of 1.7 per cent.
Williams was president of the MSU
Education Association ''which supported collective bargaining and tried
repeatedly to present its case for
voluntary professional negotiations to
(See MSU Professors,Page 12)
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Local SRA Reveals Plans For
Bicentennial Activities Here
according to Dr. Hortin.
One of them is that Wrather Hall on
By J. D. LANCASTER
After these reniarks,,Qr, Wei)Wilcox
to
seem
the
of
campus
Murray
State
that
University
There are some people
introduCed a musical presentation of
forget the meaning of the Fourth of . is to be restored-and converted- WOmusic during the Revolutionary period.
museum. Another submission to the
-July;.8ml-oftentimes Vetry Bale is done
The music was sung by Miss Barbara
committee is the performance of the
toward its celebration. However, the
Burks with Mrs. Marie Taylor, ac"Nathan B. Stubblefield Story."
Fourth of July in Murray of this year
"We've already had some events companying her on the piano. "Miss
9R9Old be different, according to John
Burks and Mrs. Taylor were two of 37
such as campus lights," said Hortin.
Hake, president of the James Campen
people who went to Washington, D. C.
"This was one of the best bicentennial
*Wet- of the Sons of the American
representing the Commonwealth of
presentations that I've seen."
Revolution, who revealed plans at a
Other projects to be done in con- Kentucky in the Bicentennial Concert
Saturday banquet of the SAR at the
at the Kennedy Center.
nection with the bicentennial council
Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
The songs that were performed were
will be the Calloway County Fair by the
The SAR along with the Daughters of
the American Revolution plans to do
Jaycees, commemoration day at -British Grenadiers," "Barbara
Allen," "Old Colony Times,""Advance
Murray State, homecoming at Murray
some sort of a pageant in which the
State, and alumni reunion of the first and Retreat," "Chester," and "The
Declaration of Independence will be
graduating class of Murray State, Battle and the Keg."
read on the Court Square on the afimmin.•••
ternoon of July 4,according to Nance.
"I thitit that the people of Murray
should do something impressive for the
fourth," said Nance.
Later in the afternoon, there will be a
re-enactment of a mock battle at the
•.•
new city park Nance said. ''The mock
; • :1.
•'• T.A:•:#
battle will show different aspects of the
Revolution, envisioning all arms and
• ;•,..
141
separate units. The battlefield will be
like the ones on the frontiers of America
1
At. Tx 4
14,
during the American Revolution," said
Newer."We will need many volunteers
for this mock battle"
-441 Mr .4
Dr. L. J. Horton, member of the
was the man speaker at a bainpret held
at.1 L Nattily Bicentennial Council for Calloway
chapter of the Sons of the American
local
the
by
night
Saturday
here
County gave the address for the SAR
Revolution. Others at the head table are,left to right, Mrs.idyl tivesay, Mr.
banquet. Re enumerated the various
and Mrs. Glenn Mona,Mrs. Hortin, and lohn Nance,chapter president.
Projects that the council intended to do
Stall Photo by I. D.Lapicarter
for this bicentennial year.
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ree Blood Pressure Tests MR be given local residents at the special metrical van, owned and operated by Moe
Seventh Day Adventist Church. Registered nurses wit be at the van to take the tests. The van wit be at Ceded
shopping Center on Tuesday, at the, Murray Court House on Thursday, at the Southside ICA on friday, and at the
Thr Shopping Center on Sunday.
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Golden Anniversary

Hospital Report
Menus for the lunches at the
Murray City Schools have
been released by Glenda
Jeffrey, supervisor, with the
menus subject to occasional
change. A hamburger line is
served daily at Murray High
and Murray Middle and
bread, butter and milk are
served daily at all schools.
The menus are as follows:
Murray
HighMonday-pizzaburger, applesauce, harvard beets, and
chocolate
square;
Tuesday-fish, pinto beans,
slaw, and donut; Wednesday-submarine, potato
rialad, green beans, and
cookie;
Thursday-taco,
round abouts, Mexican beans,
and
scooter
pie;
Friday-chilli, peanut butter
and jelly sandwich, carrot
stick, and peach crisp.
Murray
M i ddle-Monday-fish, tri tater,
fruit salad, and cookie;
Tuesday-ravioli, green peas,
applesauce, and peanut butter
cake;
Wednesday-taco,
Mexican beans, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, and apple;
Thursday-beef and gravy,
creamed potatoes, green
beans, rolls, butter, and jelly;
Friday-country fried steak,
corn, black eyed peas, and
cookie.
Carter and Robertson
Elementaries- Mondayitibmarine, sweet potatoes,
green peas and cookie;
Tuesday- beef stew, gelatin,
applesauce, peanut butter
and crackers, Wednesdaychili, pimento cheese sandwich, carrot sticks, and apple;
Thursday- hamburger,
potato slaad, baked beans,
applesauce
cake;
and
Friday- fish, french fries,
and slaw.

S
t.
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February 15, 1976
Adults 113
Nursery 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Spann (mother
Martha F.), Rt. 1, Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Ruby I. Lyons, Rt. 6,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Lillian V.
Holland, Rt. 6, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Karen J. Davison and
Baby Boy, 1614 College Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Charlotte L
Foreman and Baby Boy,522 S.
7th., Murray, Mrs. Barbara A.
Garnett, 210 S. 15th., Murray,
G. C. Burkeen, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Etta Newton, Rt. 2,
Stirl S. Fielder, Rt. 2,
Box 94, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Ila M.
Starks, Rt. 1, Benton.
February 16,1976
Adults 116
Nursery 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby
Girl
Randolph
(mother Rose Marie), Rt. 6,
Paris, 'hi., Baby Girl Cox
(mother Elizabeth), Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville.
DISMISSALS
Raymond Belcher, 100 S.
13th Apt. 10, Murray, Mrs.
Fern G. Wilson, Rt. 3, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Carroll F. Bowden,
Rt. 1, Box 216, Kirksey, Kent
Wright, 902 Poplar, Murray,
Billy G. Childress, Box 72,
Sedalia, Jimmy Kirksey, 1804
Helm St., Metropolis, Ill.,
Mrs. Marilyn S. Herndon, 1620
Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs. Alice
Goheen, 1721 Walnut, Benton,
Mrs. Muria P. Brandon, Fern
Terrace Ldg., Murray,
George S. Hutcherson, Rt. 2,
Springville, Tn., Russell V.
Neese,Rt.2, Hazel.

Mrs. Eva Gardner Is Honored
By Abigail Van Buren

Bosoms Take Lead
In Male Mail Poll

Mr. And Mrs. Noble H. Cox

Mr. and Mrs. Noble H. Cox of Kirksey will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, February 29, with a
reception at the Kirksey United Methodist Church.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of two to five p.m. The family requests that guests not bring
gifts.
The couple was married February 24, 1926, at Murray with
Bro. Alonzo Williams officiating. They have one son, Allen
Grafton Cox of Memphis, Tenn., and three grandchildren,
Johnnie Lee Cox,Allen H. Cox,and Sanders Thompson Cox.
Mrs. Cox is the former Johnnie McCallon, daughter of the
late William T. and Genora Cornell McCallon. She is a member
of the Kirksey United Methodist Church.
Mr. Cox, son of the late James William (Bill) and Mary
Paline Killebrew Cox, is a member of the Kirksey Church of
Christ. He retired in 1945 as a police lieutenant with the
Highland Park, Mich., Police Department. Since his
February 17, 1976
reitrement and their residing at Kirksey, Mr. Cox has served
Adults 126
on the Calloway County School Board and has been active in
Nursery 5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS the Calloway County Farm Bureau.
DISMISSALS
,fl fi
eflosessesiThel inragrinntyll wee
6.1111
Edmond Gamble, Hazel,
Mrs. Linda R. Belcher, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Barbara A. Coy,
Rt. 8, Box 21, Murray, Mrs.
Juanita L Moss, Box 384,
from *lire Trovithen
Murray, Howard Z. Oakley,
1001 Curtis, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Shirley J. Vaughn, Rt. 1,
New books at the Calloway you see one.
Murray, Mrs. Mary A. Jones,
Z FOR ZACHARIAH, by
411 S. 9th., Murray, Hatten P. County Public Library include
Robert O'Brien. Atheneum.
Lovins, Hale Trailer Ct., the following:
Her name was Ann Burden
THE POWERS OF EVIL IN
Murray, Mrs. Gladys RaspRELIGION, and as far as she knew, she
berry, Hazel, Lee B. Bell, Rt. WESTERN
was the last living person on
1, Ahne,Vesjtary D.Elkine, MAGIC, , AND , FOLJC
New ConstoPIIrs. Dessie A.
itichard earth. There had been a
nuclear war and this story
Shekell (expired), 509 Elm, Cavendish. Putnam.
tells
of one girl caught up in
This
is a survey of the
Murray.
supernatural agencies that disaster and terror.
READING WITH A SMILE,
Beat leftover
mashed throughout the ages have been
potatoes up again with some hot thought to menance and prey by Audrey Burie. Acropolis.
cream, add a grated onion, on mankind. They include
In this book you will find:
beaten egg and pat of butter or demons,
gods and spirits, reading readiness games for
margarine. Add pepper and salt
developing visual motor skills,
to taste and pile the potatoes in ghosts, witches, and vam- basic
reading skill games that
a casserole and bake in a pires.
PAIN-WHY TT HURTS, teach word perception,
moderate oven until they are
puffed up and brown. Serve hot. WHERE IT HURTS, WHEN reading games for creating
IT HURTS, by Richard Stiller. writing, and hints for game
making that saves time and
Nelson.
In this account the author energy.
THIS IS THE HOUSE, by
discusses something that
Hill. Coward,
nearly everyone, everywhere Deborah
McCann.
has felt.
Molly had ambitions to rise
HAVE YOUR WAY WITH
BUREAUCRATS, by James in class and condition until
she, too, could become
Boren. Chilton.
A furl book with drawings to mistress of a fine house and
help you identify, label, and the matriarch of a great
pigeonhole a bureaucrat when family. Set in the turbulent
background of New England
in the aftermath of the
American Revolution comes
this saga with a heroine whose
ways remind us of Scarlett
O'Hara.
THE DESPERATE ADVERSARIES, by Jack Hoffenberg. Crown.
Mrs. Michael Morton was
Researched and written
complimented with a baby with the
full cooperation of the
shower held on Tuesday, real Los
Angeles sheriff and
February 17, at seven p.m. at his staff, this
book is an inside
the Community Room of the look at
the workings of their
Murray Federal Savings and Homicide
, Narcotics, and
Loan Building.
Patrol crews as they act
The hostesses were Mrs. together to
battle the citywide
Terrell Tidwell _and.Mrs,Ed menancee
f-clrugs. -
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WEIGHT WATCHERS8
Program Works
Whether you have 10 or 200 pounds to lose. The cost? VI to
join,$3 weekly thereafter. No contract. Our Murray
class
Meets every Monday at 7:00 P. M. at the First
Methodist
Church on Maple Avenue. For information,
call Delorise
Boggess at 489-2346.

Hs A Better Conversationalist
*Develop Your Hidden Abalies
*Earn Dial Better lob, More Income
*Think And Speak On Your Feet
*Control Fear And W
• V

ATTEND FREE DEMO
Toosdoy Fob. 24, 1976
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Morris Mobile Homes
would like to thank the people of
Calloway County and surrounding area
for their business the past three years.
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MORRIS MOBILE HOMES
Olt,

is still in business and we take this opportunity
to ask that you think of us when you think of mobile
homes.

Ws Woos you.
mrs. miowlm ChrIlane
Haw t$3.wit

DALE CARNEGIE
FOUNDER*

4

MORRIS MOBILE HOMES
214 North Main, Benton, Ky. Telephone 527-8322

Presented by
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I* amp Ime hod•es ses

off ot
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We can give you even greater savings
at our one location in Benton, Kentucky
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Dale Cainegie Training
Can Do For You

Mar
In H

Due to the purchase of Land by the State
for 4-laning 641-N

At Shower

Games were played with
Mrs. Judy Turner and Mrs.
Bill Housden as winners.
The room was decorated in
the colors of pink and blue. On
the gift table was a stork
statuette.
Refreshments of punch and
cake were served.
Thirty persons were present
and twenty-two sent gifts.

*Increase Poise And Confidence
*Speak Effectively
*Sell Yourself and Your Ideas
*Be Yourself Wit Any Group
*Remember Names

NOTICE!
Mobile Homes

Here's What

LI

Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

!kr

District 22 of the Order of life.
the Eastern Star and many of
Many
complimentary
her friends honored Mrs. Eva speeches were made and
Gardner with a special party poems of love were read by
on Friday evening, February Mary Neale Williams of
6, at the Berkley-Hardin Benton Chapter No. 305 and
Mignon Reynolds of Fulton
Lodge Hall.
Ruby Byers, worthy matron City Chapter No. 41.
Mrs. Gardner was then
of Hardin Chapter No. 277
welcomed the guests and escorted to a table holding
introduced Bill Cates, past many beautiful gifts. She
grand patron, as master of introduced her family arid
ceremonies.
expressed her thanks for the
After his introductory honor bestowed on her and her
remarks
the
following pleasure of being a member of
distinguished guests were such a worthy organization.
Thanks were also extended
introduced: Christie Mae
Staudt, General Grand to Hardin Chapter for
Chapter Committee member; preparing the hall and the
Mary Ann Cates, Associate beautiful decorations
Grand Conductress; Margo honoring the bicentennial. She
Cromwell,Grand Martha.
also gave thanks for the lovely
Deputy Grand Matrons orchid corsages, honorary
present were Summie Penrod, memberships, lovely gifts,
District 18, and Nina Lee Holt, and to Mr. and Mrs. Cates and
District 72, and Deputy Grand Mr. and Mrs. Cromwell for the
Patron attending was Jimmy framed certificate showing
D. Williams, District 72. they had bought one ten dollar
Grand
Representatives trick in her honor to help build
present were Pearl Coleman, a new Eastern Star Home in
District 18, Pauline Ivy and Louisville.
Louise Sirls, District V.
Later the honoree, memSeveral worthy matrons and bers, and guests retired to the
worthy patrons were present. dining area where Mary Ruth
The honoree was presented Williams presented Mrs.
and was praised for her Gardner with a beautiful cake
loyalty to the order and what decorated in red, white, and
she meant to the members. blue with a doll in the center to
Mary Heist of Hardin Chapter represent the honoree.
read Mrs. Gardner's history
A covered dish luncheon
and each chapter in District,22 was enjoyed by over one
presented skits depicting her hundred persons present.

is Honored
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DEAR READERS: I asked my readers to please send me
a postcard telling me what they noticed first about the
opposite sex. The response was almost equally divided
between men and women, with slightly more men
responding than women.
First, the responses from the men:
The bosoms were out in front by a wide margin! However,
many men who said that the first thing they notice about a
woman was her bosom added that the size of a woman's
bust isn't important.
An Austin, Tex., man wrote, "I married 'Miss Knockers
of 1941: and our marriage was a disaster. Two children and
four years later we were divorced. We just never
communicated."
A Baltimore bosom-watcher wrote that he has become an
expert on guessing whether a woman's breasts are "real,"
padded or enlarged by silicone implants. And anything
phony turns him off.
From Seattle: "I'm only 28-not old enough to be
considered a dirty old man-but I have to admit that my
eyes go right to a girl's bosom first. If she's not wearing a
bra, I figure she's probably liberated.
"But liberated women are not necessarily pushovers. In
fact, I've found that most liberated women are just the
opposite. They refuse to be used as sex objects, and unless
they're sure that you really care for them as a 'person,' it's
no go."
From Milwaukee: "Big breasts have always been No. 1
with me," signed, "Seventy-nine and still looking!"
After the bosom-watchers, the next highest percentage of
men voted for a woman's "figure," which included not only
the way she was built but also other parts of the anatomy.
Connecticut men are "leg men," my mail disclosed. But
most "fanny fanciers" live in California. One Encino
girl-watcher wrote,"I prefer to see the rear view of a woman
walking away rather than to see her walking toward me. In
fact, I hardly ever notice a woman's face. The way she walks
tells me more about her than her face does!"
Of those men who stated that they notice a woman's
figure first, more than 50 per twit wrote that they preferred
their women to be a little on the "meaty" side. And of all the
men who stated a preference for "pleasingly plump,
most were from Illinois, Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas and hio!
The "eyes" came next. A government man in Washington, D.C., wrote, "Not only the eyes per se but also the
'expression' in her eyes. It tells me whether or not she's
interested in me. If she's not, it's a challenge that I
immediately take up. Sometimes I score. Sometimes I strike
out."
"The eyes show kindness, cruelty, warmth, trust,
friendliness and compassion-or a lack of it. They even
show whether that person has had a happy life or not. They
reveal suspicion, hostility, patience, tolerance and an
invitation for flirtation," wrote a Syracuse philosopher.
Tomorrow: More on what men first notice about women.

At Berkley Hardin Lodge Hall
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Many Persons Are HI
in Homes In The Area
By Mrs. R. D. Key
February 2,197$
Mrs. Ella Morris received
word January 31 of the death
of her grandson, Laverne
Morris of Memphis, Tenn. His
death was due to a heart attack and funeral services
were held at Colliersville,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
were notified Saturday that
their grandson, Guy Wyatt,
had been hurt in a fall which
occurred when he was thrown
from the horse he was riding.
He is in the hospital
recovering nicely now.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
Paschall, Arlin Paschall, and
Ancil Wicker visited Mr. and
Mrs. R. D.Key Thursday.
Bro. Jerry Lee had surgery
on his eye January 27 in
Memphis, Tenn. Visiting him
there were his wife, Susan,
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes,
Sam Lee and daughters, Pat,
Glenda, and Linda, his
brother, Glenn,and R.D. Key.
Ludie Malray was in
Jackson, Tenn., for special
treatment on January 29.
Mrs. Pauline Boyd visited
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Boyd last
week to help care for their sick
baby.
Mr. and Mrs. Vergll

Paschartisited Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Jones in the nursing
home on Stunday.
Mrs. James Phelps and son,
Steve, visited her mother in
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes
have been sick the past week
with flue.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Martin and Miss Linda Hayes
visited Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Elkins
visited Mrs. I Allan Ross in the
nursing home Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bonin Jones
visited Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Jones Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Gibbons visited Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Nance Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Orr
visited Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington Saturda) night.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nance
of Murray visited Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell Nance and Mrs.
Myrtice Nance Saturday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington visited Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Orr Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Milford Orr has been
sick with flue the past two
weeks.

Independence United Methodist
Women Hold Meeting At Church
The Independence United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Thursday,
February 12, at seven p.m.
Mrs. Kathy Cunningham
played the piano for the
opening song sung by the
group. Mrs. Maurita Burkeen
presided at the meeting at
which time the Week of
Prayer and Self Denial was
observed.
Mrs. Burkeen gave the
devotion using as her subject,
"A Quiet Day and A Gift of
Grace," and also gave inrermative information on
some of the areas of where the
special offerings used that
are sent for the Week of
Prayer and Self Denial. She
also led in prayer.
The secretary, Mrs. Mary
Phillips, read the minutes. A
church supper was discussed
as a future project of the UMW
with the date set for March 6.
Mrs. Desiree Duncan led the
closing prayer.

present
Those
were
CunEdna
Mesdames
ningham, Kathy Cunningham,
Myrtle Jones, Mary Opal
Hopkins, Desiree Duncan,
Dorothy Burkeen, Mary
Phillips and Maurits Burkeen.

West Fork
BW Meets
The Baptist Women of the
West Fork Baptist Church met
Monday, February 16, at
seven p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Cozy Garland.
Mrs. Lame Sledd was the
leader for the program. Mrs.
Garland, president, presided.
Those present were Mrs.
Anna Jean Usrey, Mrs. Cora
Byrns, Mrs. Susan Lee, Mrs.
Lame Sledd, Mrs. Gladys
Gupton, Mrs. Martha Butterworth, Mrs. Ann Nance,
and Mrs.Garland.

Monday,February 23
Tuesday,February U
Annual Day of Recollection
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian church for Men and Women will be at
at seven p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church
starting at 9:30 a.m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Lovett,
Lee
Dianna
Fredonia, soprano, will
Baptist Men of Sinking present her senior recital at
Spring Church will meet at 8:15 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Triangle Inn.
Hall,Fine Arts Center,MSU.
Tuesday, February 24
Chili Supper, sponsored by
Robertson School PTA, will be
at the church at six n m. Cost
will be $1.00 for adults, 75
cents for school age children,
and free to preschoolers.

Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at seven
p.m.

Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for senior citizens with
Diabetic Clinic at 10:30 a.m.

Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.

Coffee Cup Chatter
Miss Linda Sue Olson
Mr.and Mrs. Max Leroy Olson of Atlanta,Ga., announce the
engagement of their daughter, Linda Sue, to Steve Jason
DeWaay, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Lee DeVitay of
Treasure Island, Fla.
The bride-elect is an honor graduate of the University of
Tennessee, with a B. A. degree in Human Services. She is employed by the Department of Family and Childrens Services in
Douglas County. Miss Olson is the granddaughter of Stanley
Charming Olson and the late Mrs. Olson of Wood River,
and of Harry lines Sledd and the late Mrs. Sledd of Murray.
Mr. DeWaay graduated from the University of South Florida
with a degree in Finance and is a member of Sigma Nu fraternity. He is presently employed by Liberty Mutual in Charlotte,
N. C. He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Jason
DeWaay and of Mrs. Wayne A. Stevenson and the late Mr.
Stevenson of Des Moines,Iowa.
An April 3rd wedding is planned at Mount Vernon
Presbyterian Church in Sandy Springs, Ga.

Janice Wilson Gives Program
At Lee-Olio Lassiter Circle
The Lee-Olia Lassiter circle
of the United Methodist
Women of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church held
its February meeting in the
home of Janice Wilson.
Mrs. Betty Poole presented
a devotion using the
"Mother's Prayer in the
Morning."
After the business meeting,
a program on "Ministry in the
World we Live in" was
presented by Janice Wilson.
Scripture readings were taken
from Mark 10:35-45; John
17:13-19; and Acts 6:1-6.
Refreshments were served
to Judy Rodgers, Diane
Moore, Sheri Pittman, Phyllis
MIN • NM
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Roberts, Betty Poole, Ann
Sympson, Jeannie Morris and
Janice Wilson.
The March meeting will be
held on March 2 at 7:00 p.m. in
the home of Phyllis Roberts.

You can save energy if you
unplug your electric dishwasher between washing and
drying. Let dishes drip dry
in the machine.
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By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
For a curly flounced edging
on sheer knits, turn the hem
under Li" and stretch while
stitching with a wide zigzag or
shortened straight stitch. The
more it's stretched, the more
it curls, giving a "lettuce"
edging. —Mrs. Dean Roper,
Mayfield.
++++
Choose type of carpet of suit
its intended use. For light
traffic such as bedrooms,
choose most any type carpet.
For average traffic areas such
as the living room,sculptured,
plush, shag, twist, cut and loop
or level loop can be used
successfully. One word of
caution. Stairs and halls are
often placed so that the same
carpet is needed in these areas
as in living rooms. Stairs and
hallways fall in heavy traffic
areas as well as family rooms.
Carpet types to use on these
areas include the sculptured
and plush if pile.is dense,
along with the twist, cut and
loop and the level loop. Note
that shag tenet recommended
for heavy wear areas.
—Mildred W.Potts, LaCenter.
+++
The Metric system is easier,
more logical and consistent,
arid has fewer terms since its
theory is based on units of ten.
Contrast this on the inconcistent tangle of ounces,
pounds, feet and yards, found
in the customary system,

ow,• op ow.•
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based on units of 16, 12, 3, etc.
—Mrs. Maxine Griffin,
Clinton.
+++
Almost everybody seems to
feel a need at some time or
another for an absorbing
hobby that gives a since of
an
accomplisment
engrossing outlet on which one
is willing to spend time and
effort for no reward other than
personal satisfaction. If you
have a hobby you may need to
develop one. —Sue Fraser,
Bradwell.
+++-+
MEAT TENDERIZER
Don't feel if "some is good,
more is better". Too much
tenderizer may make meat
mushy or crumbly, mealy and
dry. —Judy Hetterman, Hickman.

SAVE
OVER $12

FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, MG
LAX* in the section in which accounts, estimates, handling
your birthday comes and find the affairs of others.
what your outlook is, according SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. El to Dec. 21)
to the stars.
Endeavors of the past should
bring reward now. Keep up the
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 30) 4141i1A good work! Handle all
A fine period for setting new obligations in your able fashion,
records, aiming at new goals. your normal way.
Express yourself lucidly, CAPRICORN
gently, but definitely. Leave no (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) XIV
Balance earnings against
room for misunderstandings or
expenditures; also study where
doubts.
tactics, moves should be
TAURUS
(Apr, Ti to May 21) kidat altered, stepped up or retarded.
Influences mostly favorable. Heed sound advice; shun
Do not let premiums or tensions needless discussion.
hamper steady, well-tempered AQUARIUS
IDS
action. Especially favored: job (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
now for
keenness
your
With
and financial affairs.
detecting flaws and your good
GEMINI
l
. hurnor, you can solve prac(May 22 to June 21) il
Persons with whom you deal tically all of the "little"
will not all feel up to per; some quandaries waiting to trip the
are working under strain. Offer unthinking.
a helpful word: it will help. PISCES
.
(Feb:, 20 to Mar. 20) XC
Expend efforts effectively.
Believe in yourself and in the
CANCER
soundness of your most worth(Jime to July 23) 011
Some interference with your while endeavors. Curb a tenplans indicated, but take it in dency to downgrade yourself
stride. What you do with your and your efforts.
own talents is what counts. Use
YOU BORN TODAY are, like
THEM well, then note where
most Pisceans, highly intuitive,
other puzzle pieces fit.
Imaginative and endowed with
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 73) 4241Z a remarkable iiieruoiy. Unlike
Increasing advantages in- most others born under your
dicated, but some may be Sign, however, you are inclined
hidden, so you will have to to be vacillating in your purposes and activities, with the
ferret them out for yourself.
result that your success in life
VIRGO
may be more or less an up-andAug. 24 to Sept. Z)
There may be some problem down affair. You can be "at the
areas in teaching, writing and top of the world" one day, in the
or) research, but matters can depths the next. But you can
be worked out if you are as calm conquer this state of affairs by
and meticulous as you usually determining on a program of
self-mastery and self-discipline.
Are.
You have many talents and
LIBRA
your charming personality
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 22) Aria
—
Favorable aspects stimulate draws others to you almost
your creative abilities and your magnetically. It would be a
Imagination, but don't let the shame to waste such precious
latter run 'wilt" Maintain a efts! Fields in which you could
down-to-earth attitude even as particularly excel: music,
sculpture and writing. You
your ambitions soar.
would make an outstanding
SCORPIO
journalist or expert in public
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Some precautions needed. Be affairs. Birthdate of: U.S.
especially careful with figures, Admiral Chester Nimits.

n
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In-Store
Microwave Demonstration
Home Economist - Miss J.Mem from King
Kitchens Memphis, Ti..., will be demon:trot* the Theneeder Microwere Oven Feb.
24-27 (Therssley & Friday) 1000 e. m. - 4:00 p.
m.

COOKING IS FUN
SUPPER FOR FOUR
Special Pork and Beans
Crusty Bread
Tossed Salad
Beverage
Fresh Fruit
SPECIAL PORK AND BEANS
Two 1-pound cans pork
and beans
2 medium tomatoes, sliced
2 cups grated cheddar
cheese
Into a shallow 1-quart baking
dish or a pie plate turn the
beans. Remove the salt pork
from the beans and dice. Arrange tomatoes over beans and
sprinkle with the diced pork,
then the cheese. Bake in a preheated 350-degree oven until
bubbly-hot — 20 minutes or so.
Makes 4 large servings.
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SAVE $2.62
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George

Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.

Eva Wall Mission Group of
Aglow Fellowship will meet
Memorial Baptist Church will at Holiday Inn, Kentucky
meet with Verna Mae Stub- Dam,at 10:30 a.m.
blefield at two p.m.
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Horoscope
Your Individual
Frances Drake

Washington's

Birthday, we certainly do

(T2310)

not belittle the special sales
and fun events that have become part of this observFM/AM Clock Radio with
Snooz-Alarm® Clock
and Appliance Outlet

but let's not overlook the serious aspect either. You must agree
George Washington didn't become the

ance

Wakes you to music—and gives
y ou the convenienef of an_extrt,,,
outlet to Plug in the coffeemaker, lamp or other appliance.

father of our country with apathy. He
became involved. In fact, Many believe—
the phrase, "Let George do it," is a derivative of all this great man did to establish this as an independent Nation and
gain our Freedom. It's got to be time
now for more Americans to become involved in our country's course of progress. Too many of us still believe in,
"Let George do it." It's time to get up

Eagle Alarm
GE Model 7400-004

$41.95 VALUE

$6.50 VALUE

SAVE OVER $2
$14.95 VALUE

ONLY

$1888
$2
$i288
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC HEADQUARTERS

a catch-phrase of today has come true:
NOTICE. Due to the lack of interest, tomorrow will be cancelled!
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Good listening—and good look
ing in a contemporary cabinet
with w' ut grain finish on highostyrene.
impar.

A great pocket-size miniature
radio that gives you the double
pleasure of AM and. FM with
built-in AFC.

$388

off our APATHY and realize George has
already done it. Now it's our turn. We
might not wake up some morning to find

1PEOPLEVBANK
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Solid State FM/AM Table
Radio—Plays Instantly

Take FM and AM with You
... in your pocket
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The Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher
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What About The New
Kentucky Highway 80

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

Agree Or Not,

Playing Around
With the Primary

•
' By SY RAMSEY
Lucky's national ranking in this
VAN CURON
. Associated Press Writer
category far exceeds its per capita
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Is the
personal income?
BY S. C. VAN CURON
proposed new Kentucky Highway 80 in
Why not education, for example,
Eastern Kentucky's mountains a
where this state always is trying to
FRANKFORT — The legislature is
timely boon or a fantastic boondoggle?
catch up and probably will be in the
around with the election
It's a valid question as Gov. Julian
same posture even after Carroll's playing
dates,
primary
but the bills don't seem
Carroll prepares to present the
generous injection of funds for
to be getting anywhere.
legislature with a far-reaching package
secondary and elementary schools?
Two different versions have been
linking the coal severance tax to fourIf a highway is to be built, shouldn't
introduced
.laning of the 42-mile road between
in the House and one in the
the priority go to the benne around the
iazard and the Prestonsburg area.
Louisville area, where one-fourth of Senate.
b: The current General Assembly so far Kentucky's population lives? What is so
A bill introduced by House Minority
Harold DeMarcus has
, 'has rolled over and played dead for the
economically urgent about 42 miles of Leader
progressed the most to date. It is now
overnor, who is in _almost total
scenic road in the hills at a cost of $5
rnmand of the fate of alllegislation.
million per mile? Hear the governor's on the orders of the day in the House,
but it has been hanging. A committee
'.?i But the next offering may be a little
side:
amendment and a floor amendment
:(..bard for some of the more independent
"There's every argument in the
awrnakers to swallow whole.
world" for connecting the Daniel Boone have been filed and must be acted upon
.*: In simplest terms one portion sets
Parkway with the Mountain Parkway before the bill itself can be considered.
ide $13 million a year from eight
DeMarcus' bill, MB 151, would change
by means of a new four-lane road, he
nts per ton of the minimum tax on
the primary date from the last Tuesday
said.
alto help finance a new Ky.80.
Carroll puts the issue in terms of in may to the last Tuesday in August.
The road would be built in four years,
whether the state wants to continue to One of the amendments would change
ut obviously the $13 million earspend hundreds of millions of welfare the primary date to the third Tuesday
rked annually falls far short of such
dollars in the mountains "or spend in June and set the presidential
ncing.
economic improvement dollars that primary date for the third Tuesday in
So a schedule is being concocted
will in time enable the people to finance January. The other amendment would
er which the Kentucky Turnpike
change the date in the bill from the last
themselves."
liuthority would be used as a financing
Think of the tourist potential, he said, Tuesday in August to the third Tuesday.
ironduit, issuing revenue bonds backed
and think of the vast amounts of coal They seem to be playing games on this
gy the state.
that could be hauled conveniently out of bill.
''- By 1980 the highway would be
The other House bill, 195, would
the mountains where a tranportation
—at a cost probably of at least
change the primary date to the last
bottleneck now exists.
million.
Saturday in August. This bill is still in
However, the Ky. 80 boosters can't committee, and apparently won't
• That figure represents what not so
seem to make up their minds about move.
g ago was Kentucky's entire budget
whether to promote tourism, coal or
In the Senate, a bill would change the
vr the two-year general fund which
both.
So the coal operations stick with primary date to the first Tuesday in
ces most state government serthe coal theme and the chamber of June, but an amendment would make it
Ms.
commerce
spokesmen puff up tourism.
the first Tuesday after the first Monday
Inflation does march on, but $200
Carroll, of course, is sensitive to any in June.
on still is plenty of money.
insinuation that the Ky 80 proposal is a
The Senate bill is still in committee.
It is rather mind-boggling to evision
kind of campaign welfare act to reward
The argument for changing the
t it might otherwise finance: conhis contributors.
primary to a later date is that the
rably more aid for lower and higher
"I have had no meetings with primary now follows Memorial Day
cation, the blind and handicapped,
anybody to make work for anybody," and many voters are away from home.
mentally and physically ill, the
Still another argument is that there is
he said.
!poor.
. Instead, skeptics see Ky's financing
He added he is aware that the too much time between the primary
doubters will be watching carefully to election and the November election. If
.4- H1 the needs of impatient highway
1...
memory serves- me correctly, the
tontractors, who have fallen on hard
see who is awarded what type of work
Democrats are responsible for moving
;ernes and who contribute generously to
on KY.80.
it back to May. It used to be the last
Xarroll's campaigns last year.
There is another development which
Saturday in August. The reason for the
has made critics of the new road
1.- They look dubiously at W. H. May of
:
rankfort, well-connected politically,
t
uneasy.
Brighton Engineering Co. Might
The emarin price of Middle Mast off,
m juicy design and engineering
which led to the boom in Kentucky coal,
tracts.
is showing signs of reversing itself.
, They wince at the thought of the state
Currently it's a matter of pennies per
Atee its full faith and credit for
barrel. Eventually it could become
next 20 years behind a revenue bond
significant in monetary terms and
angement which could go awry.
impact.
But the biggest question they
Knowledgeable coal operators in
'
rivately so far—is whether
Kentucky have seen boom and bust
oil's priorities are in order.
often and realize their momentary
• Why more highways when KenBy JOHN CUNNIFF
prosperity could recede. If the market
o.'
AP Business Analyst
softens again because of oil
NEW YORK (AP) — So great is
developments, what then of the state's
activity in the stock market that history
committing a part of the severance tax
now lasts but a day.
to help finance Ky.80?
Last Friday, when volume soared to a
The Murray State College Board of
"That situation is impossible,"
*gents has given final approval to a
record 44.51 million shares on the N.Y.
Carroll said flatly. ". . . The Federal
Stock Exchange, a researcher needed
iiew bonding procedure that will
Energy Administration predicts coal
reatly expand its bonding capacity.
only to look at the previous day's
output will double in the next 10 years.
newspaper to find the previous high,
the "Housing and Dealing"
It's got to, and the collections from the
bonding plan, the new procedure
some 39.21 million shares.
severance tax will be permanent. There
'enables the college to put construction
is no way for the construction of this
And so great is the enthusiasm acpasts of all dormitories and cafeterias
road to jeopardize this fund."
companying the trading volume that
;On the campus under one bond issue and
forecasts of 50-million-share days are
:Use revenue from all of them to pay off
as plentiful as forecasts for a cracking
**bonds.
of the 1,000-point "barrier" almost any
Deaths reported include Terry T.
day.
rouier, John B. Nanny, and Mrs. Janie
With the Dow Jones industrial
:fenkins.
Federal Level
average at 987.80 points as the week
Marine
ese
PFC Billy D. Hamilton was
IS.Sec thin."Die" Nsidellestk (0)
ended, that height, reached for the first
nted to his present rank upon
3m Prises 11141dig
time just three years ago, could be
Weeblegtem, D. C. 215111
aduation from recruit training at the
achieved again with just one day's
.Corps Recruit Depot, Parris,
work.
V. S. km. Wendell N. Ned(0)
,S. C.
It serves little purpose to point out
4121 Otritsee Buldhes
Miss Bonnie Williams and Dennis Lee
Illeablaree. D. C. 2115111
that the industrial average now is right
:Ones were married February 3.
where it was 10 years ago,no higher.
V. S. Rep. Carrel Nobbled, k.(D)
In times such as these there is no bad
423 Cause Neese Officio Beldleg
news. None at all. A few analysts who
Illemblegtee, D. C. 211515
attempt to introduce some cautionary
All U S Senators and Representatives
advice quickly find themselves looking
may be reached by telephone by dialing
lbe Murray Jaycees will sponsor the
rather foolish.
202 224-3121 where o U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the ofParticularly unfortunate was the
Age Road-E-0 on May 5, acficial of your choke
to John Sammons,chairman.
detailed analysis that appeared on Feb.
Jeff D.( Betty) Eaker, age 89,
18 with the advice that "it's clear the
State Level
yesterday.
stampede began to run out of
Stets Sae. liciserd Wasesierger(0)
?•The Calloway County 4-H Club
momentum on Feb. 2."
Stk. Cseiht Dad*
Presetert, Ky.406111,
iiivisory Council was the guest of the
At about the same time another
*may Banks for a dinner at the
analytical letter commented, "The
byte 7, Illoyfhild, Ky. 43014
triangle Inn.
Dow Jones industrial average has
In basketball New Concord beat
reached a major resistance area." A
Stk.Is,. Kane* C. hoes(D)
prdin, Farmington beat Kirksey, and
correction might be looked for, it adStet. Capitol 11•11dleg
Ounningham
beat
Frewirtert, Ky. 411611
vised.
Murray
teaining. Junior Eldridge and Charles et
The gentlemen who write these let2115.34 St., iii•nef, Ky. 421171
tamb each got 31 for New Concord,Rob
ters might possess wisdom of a very
1)arnell got 26 and Don Paschall got 24
Stets Rep. llegi C. Ow(D)
high order, but bulls, especially
for Kirksey, and Don Gibbs got 24 for
Seek C.apItel Belie
stampedi
ng bulls, have no unMurray Training.
kesefert, Ky. Met
derstanding of wisdom. They've been
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
er
known to stampede right off a cliff to
'hold Back Tomorrow" starring Cleo 0,
s, Ky. 421111
their death.
1
loore and John Agar.
Only the sound of pounding hoofs is
heard, and they lead onward, American
Telephone & Telegraph raises its
quarterly dividend. General Motors is
confident of a big year in car sales.
The Murray ledger 8 Times is
Business profits look good.
by carriers, $2 25 per month, payable in
published every afternoon except Sunadvance by moil in Calloway County
days July 4. Christmas Day. New Year's
and to Benton. Hardin, Mayinsid, Sedalia
The kaleidescope is shaken; a new
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
and Farmington, Ky., and Paris.
picture emerges: interest rates are
Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St Murray.
Buchanan and Purystar, Tenn. S15.00
relatively low, inflation seems to be
Ky.. 42071
per year By mail to other destinations.
abating, retail sales and consumer
$30 00 per year
confidence
are
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray.
climbing,
Member of Associated Press. Kenunemploymentis falling.
Ky 42071
•
tucky Press Association and Southern
SUBSCRIPTION RATES in areas served
Never mind that General Motors
Newspaper Publishers Association
seems to have misgauged the market

By S. C. Van Curon
May date back then was to give the
warring factions the Democrat Party
time to heal wounds and present a
united front against the Republicans in
November.
Since the Democrat Party seems
united now, the August date even
makes sense to the Democrats. It really
is too long from May to November. The
fall campaign usually doesn't start
until after Labor Day and the candidates could just keep their primary
campaigns in gear.
The Saturday date isn't the best date
for the news media,only the dailies that
have a Sunday paper would be able to
give a timely report. Back in the 1949s
when the primary was the last Saturday in August, Kentucky was using
paper ballots. It took until Tuesday or
longer to get the ballots counted in most
of the counties. The weekly newspapers
then had an opportunity to give a timely
report on the elections and the precinctby-precinct count.
With the voting machines now, all
returns are in by the next day, maybe
with the exception of Jefferson County.
Weekly newspapers generally are
published Wednesday and delivered
Thursday. The Tuesday date would let
them give a timely report on the
election.
This is something the lawmakers
should keep in mind when they go to
playing around with the primary
election date.
The old argument that Saturday is a
better day for the farmer to vote just
doesn't hold water. The last governor's
election proved that in Western Kentucky. The farmers did leave their
fields and go vote.
The legislature should keep in mind
the convenience of the urban dweller.
With the five-day work week, the urban
dwellers will be fishing, traveling or
engaging in other weekend recreation.
The loss in the number of urban voters
going to the polls is far more dangerous
than what some might think.
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Business Mirror

History Lasts But
A Day On The Market
for small cars, and big ones as well;
that the decline in interest rates may
have ended; that housing starts in
January fell to the lowest rate since last
July.
Bullish sentiment slots all negative
news as aberrations in a generally
positive economic outlook, just as
bearish sentiment does its best to
Ignore the good news.
There is great power behind this
latest push — institutional power. Many
people tend to forget that institutions
now dominate trading in some stocks
and, in fact, dominate the entire
market on some days.
Volume today cannot be compared
with that of 10 years ago, when the
markets were made up of many individual investors, many of them
trading odd lots.
Institutions trade massively, and
when they become active together, as
they are inclined to do, they can
produce explosive volume and price
changes.
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This Week At MSU
February 23
OVC Basketball in the Sports Arena,
at 7:30 p.m., with the Racers vs East
Tennessee.
The Student Activities Board will
present "A Night of Science Fiction" in
the Lovett Auditorium. The first movie,
"Zardos," will begin at 6:30 p.m., and
"2001: A Space Odyssey" will begin at
8:45 p.m. Admission is 50 cents for one
or both movies.
February 24
Basketball in the Sports Arena, at 6
p.m., with the women's team vs Kentucky Wesleyan. Admission is free.
Dianna Lee Lovett, soprano from
Fredonia, will present a recital at 8:15
p.m., in Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center.
February 25
The Accounting Department will
assist students and low income taxpayers in the Murray area in the
preparation of their home tax returns
from 2 to 5 p.m., in meeting room No. 3
of the Student Union Building.
A representative from the National
Lampoon magazine, a controversial
political publication, will speak at
Lovett Auditorium at 8 p.m. The free
lecture is sponsored by the Student
Government Association, and the
public is invited.
Jenny Holtgren, mezzo soprano, will

present a faculty recital at 8:15 p.m.,in
Farrell Recital Hall,Fine Arts Center.
February 26,27 & 28
A University Theatre production,
"Scapino," will be presented at 8 p.m.,
in the University Theatre. Admission
by season ticket, or tickets may be
purchased in the lobby of the University
Theatre.
February zs
The Accounting Department will
assist students and low income taxpayers in the Murray area in the
preparation of their income tax returns
from 9 a.m. to noon, in the Community
Room, of the Federal Savings and Loan
Building,608 Main Street.
The MSU Women's Society will meet
at 6 p.m., in the Racer Room, Stewart
Stadium.
Murray Civic Music Association
presents "P.D.Q. Bach," at 8:15 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium. Admission by Civic
Music Association membership. MSU
students may present their identification card for admission.
February 29
The following recitals will be
presented in the Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center: Sarah E.Sams,flute,
from Murray, at 2 p.m.; Rosanna
Reccius, soprano, from Louisville and
Joe David Cox, bass, from Benton, at
3:30 p.m.

hEARTLIN
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTIJNE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: If I move from one state to
another, will it effect the amount of my
Social Security benefits?—R.Y.
Answer: No, but you should always
report a change of address to your
Social Security office in advance of
moving. Notifying your post office is, of
course, necessary as well, but you
MUST also notify your Social Security
office. The post office CAN NOT forward a Social Security check.
Heartline: Is it true that any part of
the $60 annual deductible paid for
Medicare in 1975 can also be applied for
I976?—V.B.
Answer: In some cases this is true. If
you meet all or any portion of your
Medicare deductible in the last three
months of the year (October,
November, December), then that part
of the previous year's deductible can
also be counted toward the following
year's $60 annual deductible.
Heartline: Does Medicare cover
psychiatric care in a hospital? —S.B.
Answer: Yes, under the same coriditions as for other illnesses, except
that Medicare coverage in a hospital
for psychiatric care is limited to 190
days over the patient's lifetime and
only periods of active treatment are
covered.
Heartline: Does Medicare cover
psychiatric care in a psychiatric clinic
or a doctor's office?—V.T.
Answer: Out-patient psychiatric care
is covered, but total benefits for such
services may not exceed $250 in any

calendar year.
Heartline: Does Medicare pay for
psychiatric care at home? —G.11
Answer: Yes, when it is provided by a
physician. As with out-patient
psychiatric services however, total
benefits may not exceed $250. in any
calendar year.
Heartline: Is a veteran entitled to an
increase in his V.A. Compensation when
he is hospitalized in a private hospital
for more than 21 days for treatment for
a service-connected disability?—A.C
Answer: Yes, if the Veterans
Administration has been timely notified
of his admission to the private hospital
and medical evidence is received
showing treatment for his serviceconnected condition.
Heartline gives you helpful information in the free leaflet, "Three
Basic Types of Health Insurance." To
obtain your copy, address a long envelope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope addressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines,Iowa 50306.
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Isn't It The Truth
Whenever people in government call in a
group of private citizens to help them
solve
a grievous problem it is invariably
called a
"blue ribbon" committee. That is
silly!
Whoever heard of political outsiders
being
permitted to win renown by
helping
political insiders? Blue ribbons
go to
winners.

Bible Thought
That, according as it is written,
He that glorieth, let him glory in
the Lord. I Corinthians 1:31.
Great is the folly of him who
gives himself all the credit for what
he accomplishes. God's love shown
in the cross is all we need.
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Let's Stay Well

I

$2,500
$3,000

Management of Acne

Acne, a skin disease which
affects most persons and in varying degrees of severity, is usually
more troublesome among
adolescents and young adults At
these times in tile, people are
most sensitive about their appearance and often have an intense desire to be popular.
Therefore, acne can contribute
to embarrassment, adverse
social adjustment, and paydialogical problems
is brought on by
of body hormones
the
which cause an excess of oily
secretions in the sebaceous
glands of the slUn.
Acne is character
by pimples, blackheads, whiteheads,
and occasionally deeper of toillike pustides in the skin of the
Iace, Bea and upper cheat The
deeper lesions may came permanent scarring or blemishes.
Although acne is never lifethreiesidllgjl should always be
taken einasely. While no certain
cure is known, much can be
done by the victim and his physi-

By F.J.L Bassingiune, M.D.
cian to tiring some measure of
relief.
Formerly,authorities attached
importance to diet in control of
acne. While dieting may be
helpful through the elimination
of certain foods found to aggravate acne in a particular case.
even the strictest diet will not
bring much relief
Also, ultraviolet light and Xray treatments used in earlier
years are not now considered to
be necessary or advisable. Even
though sunlight may be
beneficial, the ultraviolet it&
can have long-range ill effects
an the *in.
Since the skin *mom are associated with an excess of oils
which clog and irritate the pores
of the *in, cieaning away the
oils with soep and warm water
two or three times a day is
helpful. A physician can
demonstrate how to remove
blacldwads and open deep lesions with the least damage to
the skin.
Bair should he shampooed

several times a week to remove
excess oil and to reduce any
trouble with dandruff. A clean
scalp is helpful in controlling
acne in many cases. Avoid oily
hair ktiorts.
Some physicians prescribe the
application of creams containing
Vitamin A chemicals which
serve to peel off the upper layers
of the *in and astist in helping
the pores open. Such peeling of
the skin must be done with caution.
In recent years. antibiotics
(tetracycline or erythrom)cin)
have proved effective and safe
in small dcees in cutting down an
the inflammation associated
with acne and in reducing the
amount of oily secretions from
the sebaceous glands. The antibiotics also attack the bacteria
which break down the oils and
cause them to stagnate and occlude the pores
To implement propet management of acne, close cooperation is essential between the patient and his physician

113,500
$4,000
BLASINGAME
Q. Miss S.S. wants to know if
exercising her abdominal muscles will lessen the fat on her
stomach.
A Such exercise. if followed an
a regular schedule over a period
of time, will strengthen and improve the tone of your abdominal muscles but may have
little or no effect on the layer of
fat in your abdominal wall
Bending your belly fat won't
reduce it Consuming fewer calories would be more effective.
You cannot "spot reduce" fat
Q. Mr. V.P. asks if drinking
alcohol before exposure to extremely cold weather will lessen
the chances of frostbite.
A. Contrary to popular belief,
drinking alcohol as not effective
in protection against frostbite.
Covering the exposed parts of
the body and insulating them
from extremely low temperatures is the only way to
avoid frostbite
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General Assembly Spending Much Time On Two Emotional Matters
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — If the
House and Senate can ever get the
emotional busing and ERA bills tucked
away, they can turn to some basic
legislation marking time in committees.
Both chambers spent hours last week
grappling with measures to halt or thwart court-ordered school busing, and
now each has to deal with the other's
surviving handiwork.
On the Equal Rights Amendment for
women, the House voted to rescind the

resolution passed in 1972 favoring a
proposed constitutional amendment.
Next, a Senate committee will take
up the question, and the anti-ERA
outlook there is supposed to be unfavorable.
Some critics believe both subjects
signify nothing but sound and fury and
in the long run would have no effect.
Those opposing the anti-busing forces
contend all the bills passed are in vain
because ultimately only the courts will
decide the patterns and future of school
busing.
The anti-anti-ERA camp contends it
is illegal for a state legislature to

Health Systems Board
Will Meet In E-Town
The second meeting of the
Temporary Board of the
Kentucky Health Systems
Agency-West is scheduled for
March 2, 10:00 a. in., EST at
the Holiday Inn-North in
Elizabethtown.
The meeting will draw
together representatives from
the Area Development
Districts, comprehensive
health planners, OVRMP,
providers, educators, and
other interested persons from
the six areas which make up
the west Kentucky health
service area. The group is

Sebscribere ulie bare net
received Nair bem•-dellemeil
copy ef The Matey Ledger a
Times by 3:20 p. a.tlisediryfriday et by SAO p. a. en
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7S3-1916 between 5:3111 p. a.
ma 6 p. a., needrt-Ftilivti
unil 4 p. a.
a 3:10 p.
Salvias, te insure delivery
of Am nowspapa. Cab wet
be placed by 6 p. a. weektinys a 4 p. a. latordwys le
guirraitee cielkory.

working cooperatively to
organize an agency will meet
the requirements of the
"National Health Planning
and Development Act of 1974."
As a result of this law the
agency will consolidate
existing health planning
agencies, regional medical
programs, the Hill Burton
Program, and experimental
health service delivery
systems.
Perhaps the most important
issue to be discussed again
will be the structure, selection, and functions of subarea
councils.
Also on the agenda will be
the review of draft bylaws. As
part of the bylaws, the
methodology of selecting
subarwa councils and the
election of the Permanent
Board will be addressed.
MEETING CHANGED
The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group has changed
its meeting from February 24
to Monday, March I, at seven
p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library.
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The liquor forces are lying in wait for
this one.
Posted for possible Senate action:
—A measure setting out a code of
ethics for legislators with the main
thrust on potential conflicts of interest.
—A Housépassed bill requiring
parents to have their children MImunized against measles before
enrollment in public or private schools.
—A House measure giving policy
holders more protection against nonrenawal of hospitalization and health
policies.
The House Education Committee
Tuesday is scheduled to take up the socalled power equalization bill sent there
by the Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.
Equalization is a new and corn-

plicated formula under which the
poorer school districts would get extra
state money to upgrade their
educational services.
The administration has set aside $10.5
million to start the ball rolling in the
second year of the next biennium.
Another bill on the agenda would put
one public schoolteacher on every local
school board in the state.
It has been hailed by Rep. Arthur
Schmidt, R-Cold Spring,the sponsor,as
a major education bill, but nobody
seems excited.
Schmidt said he views it as a compromise in the perpetual tug of war
between teachers, who want a voice in
administration through professional
negotiations, and the school boards,
which want to run their own ship

without interference.
The House State Government
Committee iliesday takes up the
continuing controversy on proposed
collective bargaining for public em*Ye&
That measure overcame one hurdle
by clearing the Labor and Industry
Committee easily, only to become
shuffled oft to a leas friendlier State
Government Committee, which is
getting a reputation this session as a
graveyard for bills.
Whatever the measure's immediate
fate, the pro-labor alliance behind it
won't give up. A similar bill died in the
1974 session.
The session now is in its 37th
legislative day, with 23 more to go.
The session ends March 20.

Celebrate with
these bonus offers...direct fr

Model T-94
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s Top Browner

Broil-R-Grill
BRG2OT
• A whole new way to
cook.
• Fast, two-sided broiling
without muss and fuss.

Pistol Dryer Pro-1
• 1000 watt professional-style
pistol dryer — 4 heat
comfort settings.

$48.98 VALUE
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rescind a resolution on a federal
amendment it passed years before.
But the oratory will sound again, the
opposing supporters will converge on
the Capitol in large numbers once more
and proposals of a more practical
nature will have to wait their turn.
Still, the wheels are grinding slowly.
Among bills ready for House action
Monday:
—The proposal requiring career
education in Kentucky's public schools.
It carries no appropriation.
—The bill to broaden consumer
protection by including "unfair" in the
definition of prohibited business
practices. This is an administrationbacked measure.
—A measure which would allow
small wineries to operate in Kentucky.

• IMO watts of drying power.
• Sr mist trigger—moistens hair
tor better styling control between
washings.
• Adjustable heat and airflow.

WIWI 3383411
Astematie Drip Ceffessaker

You're doggone right!
A lot of mph . . . NOVV1 For any purpose you
have in mind. Because you're a homeowner.
Give us a call or stop by. If all you want is
information, fine. But if you want to apply,
we'll start processing your large loan immediately.
Now that's GOOD NEWS. (Typical loan examples
below. Ask us for figures on the amount you
want.)
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AM Portable Radio
with the purchase of
selected GE
Audio Products

FM/AM Digital Clock Radio
tvith GE ChrortorelTm Readout
7-4415
• Space-saying size
• Wake-to-Music or Wake-to-Alarm.

• Clear, full-flavored drip coffee
with the easy COITIO01•11C11 of
aulornstc brewing.
• Slrnple as 1-2-3! Measure water,
add ground coffee and switch on.
In 30 wands brew begins to drip
through.
• 24 cup capacity, styled In yellow
and white.

$39.98 VALUE

ANNUAL
NO. of MONTHLY TOTAL
CASH
ADVANCE MONTHS PAYMENTS RAYMENTS %RATE
48

$73.17

$3,512 18

17.80%

$3000

48

$87.63

84,206.24

17.68%

113-,601),--•

NI

!10.41

$6,424.80

18.80%

04,000

80

8103 23

$6,193.80

18.78%

$2,500
_
—

'
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• Automatic oven for baking rolls,
biscuits, potatoes, casseroles.
Saves energy,
• Broils hamburgers, steak, hot
degp, chicken, seafood.

$31.98 VALUE

Bel -Air Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Daily 1-6 Sun.
Phone 1534304
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Racers Come Back From
Dead To Surprise Tech
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Gretchen Hughes was
nervous as she watched her
husband step to the free throw
line.
She bit her fingernails and
was a picture of anxiety as
was the rest of a thrilled
crowd in the Sports Arena
Saturday night.
Jeff Hughes wasn't nervous
though. He calmly hit both
free throws and Murray State
had somehow managed to
come from the dead to take a
73-72 lead over Tennessee
Tech with just 13 seconds left
in the game.
Tech's Willie Smith went
down and fired up one from
eight feet and the ball hit the
corner of the backboard and
went out of bounds with four
seconds left.

hit the 1,000 caree'r point
mark.
At a time when a win was
more important than going
into the record books,Schmidt
put up a very silly 12-foot shot
that fell off into the hands of
Hughes.
Hughes flew down the floor
and when was fouled with 13
seconds left and from there on
in, it was just almost too much
to believe.
"There was no doubt, on the
jump shot or the free throws,"
Hughes said.
•'1 just wanted to hit one free
throw. But when you've been
in so many close games, by
the time you are a senior, it
doesn't even bother you. They
called a timeout before I shot
the free throws to get me
nervous but there just wasn't

any reason to feel any
pressure," Hughes added.
Overton walked into the
dressing room and began to
hug each of his players. Then
he walked over toward
Hughes.
"I can't say enough about
this guy. Man, we deserved to
win. We've lost so many close
ones. We deserve to get every
break and we deserve to win
every one from here on in,"
Overton said.
"Hey Coach," Hughes said.
"We're gonna win them all
from here on in."
Tech Coach Connie Inman
agreed about the stupid play
on the part of his club in the
final seconds.
"That's all you can say...we
played stupid. We missed so
many free throw opportunities

Jesse Williams was immediately fouled and stepped
to the line.
"Kill 'ern Jesse," screamed
Grover Woolard from the
bench.
"They ain't taking this one
from us."

NOTICE ANYTHING UNUSUAL? — Vic Jordon of the Racers has to switch directions in midair es
he is covered up by Tech's Bobby Porter. The shot went in the bucket but even if it hod not, it
should have counted any way because someone hod their hand in the net.
(Stuff Photos W Mu erwslos)

Tiger Rosh Win And
Lakers Fall In Tourney

either.
didn't
They
Williams, who had been on
crutches all day, hit the two
free throws and Murray State
had somehow posted a 75-72
win.
The crowd went nuts. The
scene in the dressing room
was even nuttier.
Fred Overton stood with his
hands uplifted- and looked
toward the ceiling.

and we got outrebounded so Chattanooga finished with 26
badly it wasn't even funny.
points.
thought they played
Murray had a lopsided 41-27
better as a team than we did. rebounding
with
edge
That's all I've got to say," Williams hauling in 11,Jordan
Inman added.
nine and Woolard and
Murray did play well as a Blasingame eight apiece.
team. And even those who
"I wouldn't have given a
didn't play long contributed. nickel for our chances,"
For instance, there was Eddie Overton said.
Williams who came up with a
-But coming back and
key block late in the contest.
pulling out one like that might
"Eddie did a beautiful job be a big help to us for the
when he was in there. He went conference tournament,"
in there and blocked that shot Overton added.
and he jumped well. If he
Murray is now 4-8 in the
plays with that much in- league and 8-15 overall while
tensity, he's going to be one Tech stands at 6-6 in the,
fine ballplayer and make a conference and 13-8 overall.
great contribution to our
The Racers will close the
program someday," Overton home season tonight and
said of the 6-5 Mayfield fresh- Williams and Hughes will be
man.
playing for the final time in
Jesse Williams, who was their careers in the Sports
unable to walk after the game, Arena as Murray State hosts
finished with 20 points to pace East Tennessee.
Murray while Hughes, again
Tow..Tab
playing brilliant ball, finished
tg-tte fL.ft, rb pi t4)
Jones
12-13
2 4 26
with 19.
7-14 3-4 4 3 17
Schmidt
Zach Blasingame, having Smith
3-8 0-2 5 1 6
Estes
1-2 0-1 3 3 2
his best effort of the season, Porter
54 Tr-5 10 3 14
had 15 points and hit seven of Howell
1-4 0-1 0 1 2
1-2 0-0 1 0 2
eight free throws. As a team, Shade
04 0.0 0 4 0
Matthews
the Racers hit an unreal 17 of Adams
14 1.2 2 0 3
31-68 10-19 27 19 72
Totals
19 from the stripe.
ww,or tows
fg-tga ft ha rb pt
Vic Jordan, who fouled out
Woolard
a4 1-2 8 5 Ic
with just over a minute left in Jordon
6-16 0-0 9 5 12
the contest, had another super Hughes
6-14 3-3 4 4 19
6-17 4_4 11 3 20
Williams
game and finished with 12 JEllasingame
4-7 2.8 8 3 15
points.
Wade
0-1 2-2 0 0 2
Leffler
0-034 0 1 0
All-Conference guard Frank Smith
0-2 0-0 0 0 0
Jones of Tech fired in 12 of 2.1 E. Williams
0-0 0.0 1 0 0
2944 17-19 41 21 75
shots to take the scoring Totals
Tenn. Tech
31 41-72
honors as the senior horn
Murray
34 41-75

-It's a miracle, it's a
miracle," Overton said and.
then he went around and
began to hug everyone.
Though it was a close gait*
throughout, it was never
7-4 on the season. The exciting.
The
loss
eliminates are
The Murray High freshman
season game Thurfrom
the
regular
won and the Calloway County Calloway County
There were a couple of
tourney. Murray High will sday with Farmington will be
times late in the game when
freshman team lost Saturday
at 6:30 postponed until a later date to
play
the serailinair
the fans came to life over
afternoon in the First Region
Laundered to
to
the
Tigers play in the some officiating they didn't
Freshman Conference p.m. Thursday and in all allow
Perfection
probability, the Tiger froah semifinal round of the frosh agree with.
Toornament at Mayfield.
., Y'
The Tiger frosh tortedtiock. will play Afaytteld which will WUrne
9-41
Ftuton Co. 8 13
With 32 seconds left in the'
a tough Fulton County team be favored in tonight's battle
12 12 11 10-45 contest, Tech led 72-89 and
Murray
High
with
Reidland.
45-41 while the Lakers blew a
Murray High committed a Fulton Co. (41)—McKinney Bobby Estes stood at the
nine-point halftime lead and
total of 25 floor errors and hit 4, Akers 2, Winters 13, Holden stripe with a chance to put the
fell 41-33 to Heath.
only seven of 16 free throws % Gilbert 9, Wray 1 and Curtis game in the win column for
the Eagles.
but a tough Tiger defense was 3.
each
Murray (45)—Harcourt 13,
the key for the win.
He
missed
the
front
end
of
Taylor
6,
Sims
6,
Hopkins,
Murray hit 20 of 50 floor
shots for a .400 pace while the Kursave 8, Alexander 6, the bonus. Murray got the ball
down the court quickly and
Pilots could hit only 12 of 44 Stripling 4 and Pratt 2.
9 18 2 4-33 Hughes fired up a 15-footer
from the floor for a poor .273 Calloway
8 10 6 17-41 with 30 seconds left and the
and from the charity stripe, Heath
Fulton County made only 15 of Calloway (33)—Rogers 9, Racers trailed 72-71.
Cohoon 2, Garland 12, Barrow
34.
"
Then Tom Schmidt, the
Murray had a commanding 2, McCui.ston 3, Guthrie 3 and
TWO MORE — Jeff Hughes (34) of the Racers hits tine ofhis
leading
scorer
in
the
OVC,
did
Fike
2.
38-21 lead in the rebounding
19 pohtts from one of his favorite spots, the comer. Hughes'
department as Ed Harcourt Heath(41)—Ruler 7,Vaughn something very stupid. Schlost-second heroics lifted the Racers to a miracle comeback
pulled off 15 rebounds while 8, Dickey 9, Boyd 6, Lakin 10 midt had 17 points in the game
and needed only two more to
win Saturday over Tennessee Tech.
Brad Taylor had seven. It was and Atkinson 1.
a close game all the way
through with the Tigers
leading 12-8, 24-21 and 35-32 at
the quarterstops.
Harcourt's 13 points paced
the scoring attack for the
Tigers.
Calloway County had a 9-8
lead at the end of the first
period in their contest with
Heath. At intermission, the
Lakers were coasting along
with a 27-18 advantage.
Going into the final period,
Calloway still held a 29-24 lead
but in the last frame, thi
1..avin
Green
Laken were blitzed 17-4 and
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Lakers Play Hopkinsville Good
Game But Still Drop Contest
•

with 26

lopsided 41-27
with
•dge
in 11,Jordan
I olard and
apiece.
:ve given a
chances,"
back and
e that might
o us for the
urnament,"
• 4-8 in the
overall while
6-6 in the,
4 overall.
ill close the
tonight and
ghes will be
final time in
the Sports
y State hosts
sss
-ft rb pf tp
2-4 2 4 26
34 4 3 17
0-2 5 1 6
0-1 3 3 2
44 10 3 14
0-1 0 1 2
0-0 1 0 2
0-0 0 4 0
1-2 2 0 3
10-19 27 19 72
tta rb
1-2 8
0-0 9
3-3 4
4-4 11
74
2-2
0-0
0-0
0-0
17-19 4
3
34

pf tp
5 7
5 12
4 19
3 20
3 15
0 2
1 0
0 0
0 0
21 75
41-71
41-75

WELLS FOR TWO CCHS's senior forward Mike Weis gas two sof his 13 pints spinet Madesville last Saturday night in Jeffery Gyinmasitim. Watching from ostside ere Laken Terry (Fly)
Beene (35) and David Williams (15), who had an outstanding performance with a game-leading
25 markers. The Tigers' Robert Boyd (43)end Paul Day (52) wait forth. possible rebound.
UMW Photo by Stove W. Given)

ITS
,f!tfi

By STEVE W.GIVENS
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Visiting Hopkinsville outpointed Calloway County in
both the opening and final
frames to post a 76-69 win last
Saturday night in a contest
much closer than the final
count indicated.
David
guard
Senior
Williams contributed a super
25 markers in one of his best
performances of the season as
the Lakers slipped four men in
double digits, but could not
find the firepower in the final
minutes.
CCHS connected on a torrid
75 per cent of their free throw
trips, 15 of 20, but the tall
visitors
Second Region
slapped in five more field
goals, 33-27, to make the
difference.
The Tigers, now 13-11, were
led by 6-5 senior forward Paul
Day's 20 markers and 5-11
senior guard Henry Brooks' 16
point effort.
Having fought back from a
six-point deficit at 62-56, the
Lakers were within four with
just over three minutes
remaining in the action when
Williams bombed in a 20 footer
to make it 65-61.
But then the shortest Tiger
player, 5-9 senior guard Ben
Bell hit a free throw just
before teammate Carl Sivils, a
6-2 senior forward, was fouled
on the rebound scramble after
the second shot. Sivils connected on both of his efforts
and the visitors lead by seven.
Just after Coach David King

- players return to the
saw his
court following a timeout,
Sivils was fouled again. The
thin senior bounced the ball
twice before connecting on
both shots and boosting the
Tigers to a then commanding
70-81 edge with 1:23 to go.
Williams
then
again
managed one of his numerous
Meals and scored on a wideopen lay-up and connected on
the Lakers next trip downcourt after forward Terry
(Fly Beane had provided the
opportunity with a crucial
rebound,
Unfortunately for CCHS,
Sivils chose the next moment
for an arching 10 foot shot
which ripped the net and
boosted the Tigers out front,
72-65, Hopkinsville then got an
insurance basket the next
time it came downcourt and
had s nine-point lead with 1:01
remaining,
Williams was fouled when
the Lakers were attempting to
score and he pumped in both
ends of the bonus situation to
whittle the RHS margin to 7467. Coach Carl Yahnig
signalled for time with 15
seconds left to allow the
Lakers to lose their spark, but
senior CCHS forward Mike
Wells canned a jumper to cut
the Tiger lead to five when
play resumed.
Sivas ended the matter
when he broke through the.
Laker defenders in the last
seconds to tally a lay-up and
establish the final seven point
winning margin for the

•
visitors.
21 when Wells hit on a jumper cold as Day ripped a 20-footer,
Possibly the smallest Laker from the top of the free throw then popped in a lay-up, before
home crowd of the season saw circle and then made his foul drawing a foul from Futrell
and hitting one of two foul
Hopkinsville roar to a 10-2 shot.
to boost HHS out front
shots
advantage before Coach King
A lay-in by Beane a minute
signalled for time to organize later cut the Lakers' deficit to 46-31 with 4:37 showing.
Futrell got two of those
the hosts. But then Futrell five again, but Brooks found
went on a scoring binge which the range to make it 30-23 with notches back when he tallied
on a long shot a minute later,
left him with six consecutive 1:34 left in the half.
poUls scrambled around a
Calloway's Tommy Futrell but Sivils whipped in a jumper
solo basket by MIS's Copelin slipped in a pair of free throws before teammate Copelin
to make it 12-6 with 4:01 with 40 seconds remaining to threw back a rebound shot to
showipg in the period.
cut it to five again, then the boost Hopkinsville to its
Williams pumped in a 15 visitors were able to convert widest margin of the night, 50footer,a minute later after the just one of two free throws 39.
visitors had scored again to before Beane took a long pass
Copelin's basket was the
cut the NHS advantage to just from Wells to sack a wide- only Tiger score of the next
four, 14-10, before Day went open lay-up that made it 33-29, minute and a half as the
under the basket and tossed in Tigers.
Lakers suddenly found the
an unreal shot that found the
magic as Beane connected,
The half ended just after followed by a three-point play
marirs
%
The squads traded scores Day connected on two foul by Futrell after he had stolen
until Bell tallied one basket shots, but the next eight the ball, and finally, a 15and then stole the ball at mid- minutes of play were to belong footer by Wells from the left
court before driving all the to CCHS.
side that made it 50-46, HHS!
Hopkinsville made its first
way to the Tiger basket and
Sivils raised the Tiger stock
scoring with just seven two basket attempts of the once again a second later
seconds remaining to boost third period to pull to a 39-31 when he hit on a jumper
the visitors ahead 22-14 at the lead, but the Lakers outscored before tapping a rebounded
the Tigers three buckets to one shot by Copelin on Hopkinend of the first canto.
Out hustling Hopkinsville during the next two minutes to sville's next trip downcourt.
Wells converted both free
through the first three pull within four,41-37.
But Coach King's squad, throws with 20 seconds left in
minutes of the second period,
the Lakers were down 'tot 26- now 4-16 on the year, went ice- the period to make it 54-50,
HES, going into the final
frame.
Beane seemed to get things
rolling for Calloway when he
hit the first of a bonus
situation just seconds into the
period, but the Laker senior
missed the second shot to
64-51, which
d5
eepii.
leave CCHS
would be the'w closest range
throughout the remainder.
.ft ft p/ ti
I 4 2 28
Day

Jacobs Easily Wins 440-Dash
At OVC Indoor Championships
long jump.
By MIKE BRANDON
first place while teammate Simms, Jacobs and Flax all teams. However, unlike the
But in the triple jump,it was
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Ray Flynn was second in combined quarters for a outdoor championships, the
a different story as Chatham
meet this weekend did not
Favored Nick Rose of winning time of 3:17.5.
4:03.6.
Powerful Western Kentucky surprised everyone by soaring
in the standings for the
count
4:05.
a
third
with
was
splits
Western
included
Individual
University maintained the 50-82/4 for a new school mark.
Trophy.
All-Sports
.
Martyn
Brewer
Sophomore
with
50.9,
a
Simms
Onyeltwe
stains WI lawS-'4:111tert 'First place went to Middle,' was in the running most of the with 50.2, Jacobs with a 47.2
-Although - I ,was disapWashington
ihruny
eat
as
who
Jacobs estatdidtedftwelf
pointed with our fifth-place
way and finished sixth, not and Flax with a 49.2
the man to beat in the sprint 51_31,4.
I was very pleased with
finish,
was
inorientated
a
personal
"This meet
Murray had only one other placing, with
races as the OVC Indoor
and our kids who
records
our
4:10.1.
of
best
door
with
outstanding
teams
to
Carl
Track Championships were place in the field events.
bests. We're
personal
set
carmen
runners,"
distance
dash,
600-yard
the
In
held this weekend at Murphy Heissler was fifth in the high
coming along and I figure
places.
two
got
Brian
Murray
said.
6-5.
of
effort
an
Athletic Center at Middle jump with
we're close to where we should
One team set a new school Robinson of Eastern Kentucky "I don't think it will be a
Tennessee State University.
be for the outdoor season,"
of
by
the
will
indication
nationals
what
true
for
qualified
medley
distance
The
68
record.
The Hilltoppers had
winning in 1:10.6. Lester Flax happen at Clarksville in the Cornell added.
points while an improved team placed third with a
This coming Saturday,
the Racers was second in OVC Outdoor Championships.
of
9:56.8.
with
second
Austin Peay was
will be in a
Murray
at
Middle
races
Sylvester
while
OnyekDistance
1:11.1
Dennis Mabbit ran a 1:57.4
49. Other scores included
of Murray was third with a included the 880, the 1,000, the quadrangular meet at Purdue.
we
relay,
the
off
lead
to
880
the
in
East
39,
Tennessee
Middle
mile, the two-mile, the three- Teams entered include
Tennessee 33, Murray State Jacobs followed with a 46.7 in 1:12.6.
Rose bounced back to win mile, the two-mile relay and Purdue, Murray State, Illinois
31, Morehead 24, Eastern the 440, Martyn Brewer
State and Ball State. Then on
run in 2:11.1. the distance relay.
Kentucky 22 and Tennessee literally burned the track as the 1,000-yard
March 5, the Racers run in a
chamoutdoor
Murray
was
"In
the
of
Mracek
Tom
he had a 3:01.7 in the threeTech 22.
have triangular with Southern
only
In
the
they'll
2:16.7.
pionships,
a
with
fifth
the
in
then
and
mile
quarters
Jacobs, the outstanding
Mracek had a the 880, the mile and the three- Illinois-Carbondale at Eastern
senior sprinter of the Racers mile, Brian Rutter ran an preliminaries,
of 2:14.2. mile races. So I think we can Illinois.
effort
best
personal
4:10.
outstanding
because
who sat out last year
The NCAA Indoor ChamWestern possibly beat out East Tenof
Riddler
Chris
Cornell said Murray could
of double surgery on his knee,
two-mile run in 8:48.2 nessee and hopefully Middle pionships are set for March 12
the
won
event
the
won
probably
have
dash,
'ly won the 440-yard
while Mark Brown of East when the outdoor meet is and 13 at Cobo Hall in Detroit.
Jacobs recorded a 47.1 as had not Mabbit turned in a
Then on March 18, the Racers
was second in 8:52. held," Cornell added.
Tennessee
Maba
was
sub-par
performance.
time
-place
second
the
open the outdoor season with a
weekend
the
over
meet
The
Rutter
of
was
place
third
In
last
died
grandmother
48.2, at least 15 yards behind bit's
the Racers with a personal was the first such indoor meet home meet in Stewart
Jacobs. Jacobs' 47.1 is also a week and he didn't return
that included all eight OVC Stadium against Toledo.
best mark of 8:59.4.
late
until
Jersey
New
new school record, one of from
first
other
only
Murray's
three set by Coach Bill Cor- Thursday night.
Tony place came by the mile-relay
expected,
As
nell's Murray State team over
Staynings of Western Ken- team, Onyekwe, Norman
the weekend.
tucky won the three-mile run
two
had
Patrnore Chatham
school records. In the long with a torrid 13:30.2. Freshjump, Chatham failed to place man Ralph Cheek of Murray
but went 23-9%, good enough took a fifth with a 14:19.9.
Murray • State
The
The mile-run was quite a University women's track
for a new mark. Five places
East
of
Brown
were awarded in each event surprise. Mark
participated in the Memphis
and Chatham was sixth in the Tennessee recorded a 4:03 for Indoor Classic over the
weekend.
No team scores were kept in
the meet.
Murray had three persons to
place in the 50-yard hurdles.
Karen Wilson was second with
a 7.2 while Judy Duncan was
third with an 8.1 and Gabriel
Black fourth in 8.5.
In the mile-run, Carol
.Schafer .took. second—place
with a 5;43.3.
The Murray State milerelay team composed of
Luckett, Carol
Martha
Schafer, Jewel Hayes and
Kathy Schafer was third in
4:33.5.
Susan McFarland took a
second in the long jump with a
16-10 while third place went to
Kathy Keugel with a 15-7%.
The Murray "A" Team was
first in the "four by 160" relay
with a time of 1:20.5. Running
legs were Judy Morton,Jackie
Anderson, Charlene Cargle
and Doreen Cargle.
The "B" Team was second
with a 1:23.5 and that was
Murray Antique Moll
Isher-TIOr desk
11.
A TIE AT TWE MOMENT— This/11=
composed of Kathy Keugel,
4th & Sycamore
Owl ,IS and
a
last
between
al*
Safer*
Schafer
Kathy
Duncan,
Judy
Tnn.
Calleenty Csesty's Mike Will. wes esstreled by COIS, wipe
Main Store Across from Post Office Pon
and Karen Wilson.
eventodly draped•76-69 decision In the Sowed Regis,fees.
The meet closes the indoor
When David Moots (15) nod Tiwm/Y NM
, (23) we WNW
.
season for the Racers. The
ban for the ball an are Tigers Ben Bell(21)mad Peri Day (*snext meet will be against
traw ow).
Memphis State on March 23 in
(WW1 Moot by arm W ‘1.4.8)
Stewart Stadium
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4
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1
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1-Stop
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EVERYBODY WAITS — Seven players await tbe Had decision
of the ball during this rebound edam awing last Saturday
night's Calloway County-Hopkinsville clash WW1 by the Tigers
76-69. The takers shown are: Terry (fly) Beene (35), Greg
Byers (extreme right), end Mike Wells (cotter white jersey).
KopkineviNe's 6-7 junior center Barry Copal (54) joists teammates Carl Sivils (33) and Peel Day (blocked from view) a the
scramble.

Life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business
Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

(WO Photo by Stovo w. Gloom)

Women's Track

PIANO 8.
ORGAN

SALE

SAVE UP TO

"
$ 1,000

LONARDO
PIANO CO.
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...By Long Distance.
Rates go down after 5 PM weekdays,
when you dial the 1+ way.So you can
call more often and talk longer.
low 1 + rates do not apialY to 0+ choked long distonc• coos I+ roes do
'oPPOY to Patton oak you dial yourself. orgasm cos plociscl vellh on
oPerator where long distance dating facilites are not available taw
+ rates do not apply to operator-assisted cak such os pervon-ta-persort coln, holel-rnalaS guest credit card. collect cals. and on cols
charged 10 another number. including special bang numbers.

•
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Oregon Blasts UCLA At
Pauley Pavilion, 65-45

Standing On
The Firing Line
By Mike Brandon

Sports

Editor

te
Williams And Hughes Deserve Full House Tonight
It hasn't been a good season. The 8-15 record shows that.
But it's the last home game for two outstanding
ballplayers who should receive quite an ovation from a
capacity crowd.
Tonight when the Racers host East Tennessee, AllConference superstar Jesse Williams and forward Jeff
Hughes will close their home seasons.
Williams has been more than a success story at Murray
State. He has also been an inspiration to the hundreds of
youngsters of the area, always willing to take time and
work with kids on their shooting.
Williams should not play tonight. He injured an ankle
Thursday against Western Kentucky but still played 34
minutes,hobbling around against the Hilltoppers.
Saturday Williams put his crutches down and scored 20

points, hitting two free throws in the final seconds to help
heat Tech. Then he went back to the dressing room and
climbed back aboard the crutches.
Hughes is one of those people who has faith. Not overblessed with talent, Hughes proves that if a person wants
something bad enough, through hard work, it can be
achieved.
Hughes has improved in every phase of the game and is
now one of the top players in the league, both offensively
and defensively.
Both players deserve to have a jammed crowd tonight.

Glenn Jackson Story
It's a tough world.
Glenn Jackson,the former All-State guard from Murray
High, has discovered that.
Jackson signed a scholarship at Paducah Community
College and played for one semester. But as his playing
time decreased, his unhappiness increased. And a year
ago this past ibristmas, Jackson left FCC and went to
East Arkansas.
Jackson is now a sophomore. In his past two games, he
has scored 313 and 32 points. He sports a 27.5 scoring
average and was named to the All-Conference Team.
The sad part about the Glenn Jackson story is that he
may not continue his career with a bigger four-year
school.
Jackson has had now we semester of basketball in
which he has been a starter. College recruiters don't come
around banging the doors down for a player who has been
in action, for all practical purposes, one semester in the
past two seasons.
Glom Jackson still has the talent. He can shoot with
anybody in the Ohio Valley Conference and his ballhandling ability ranks at the top.
But there's that little fear in him. He's 20-years old now
and seeing the world through different eyes than he did a
few years ago.
To say the least, he has matured.
"I'd like to come back and play ball at Murray State,"
Jackson said this weekend.
"AllI want Is the chance."
He deserves that chance. We hope it is given to him.

(
MURRAY LEDGER
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DIFFERENT SCENE — For the past few pones, Zech
Siasingemee ens Grower Woolard boreal had week to he happy
short is ties dressing room following some very disappoint*
losses. But tite scion I the dressing reels was e 1,04 sae
Sirterdey eight.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
beat Mississippi State 65-61.
4 tap-in by Mitch Kupchak
AP Sports Writer
Elsewhere, 11th-ranked with one second left gave
Not even Pauley Pavilion Washington ripped California North Carolina its victory
could help the UCLA Bruins 95-75; 12th-rated North over Virginia and moved the
the way they were shooting.
Carolina State was upset by Tar Heels closer to the
-I don't recall a game that Clemson 103-90; DePaul Atlantic Coast Conference
I've ever coached — in high stunned No. 13 Cincinnati 70- regular-season title. The Tar
school or college — where a 60; No. 14 Missouri defeated Heels, 22-2, can clinch the
team of mine had gotten off to Nebraska 95-84 in overtime; crown, which is worth a berth
such a horrible start," said 15th-ranked Michigan in the NCAA tournament, by
Coach Gene Bartow.
whipped Purdue 92-81; No. 16 beating either Duke or North
The fifth-ranked Bruins hit St. John's coasted past
only six of 27 shots from the Syracuse 100-78; No. 17
floor in the first half — and Western Michigan outscored
didn't do that much better in Northern Illinois 91-74; 18ththe second Saturday night. rated Virginia Tech turned
The result was a shocking 65- back Wake Forest 102-95, and
45 loss to Oregon at Pauley No. 20 Centenary bested
Pavilion, breaking one of the Houston Baptist 110-95.
The Murray State Rifle
most revered streaks in
Ron Lee and Greg Ballard Team has returned home
college basketball.
led the Oregon scoring, as the following a successful road
The defeat was the first for aggressive Ducks took a 30-14 trip.
UCLA at home after 98 halftime lead. While the
victories — or since March 6, Bruins were shooting poorly
Murray began the long trip
1970, when the Bruins lost to from the floor in the first half, by winning the Kentucky Rifle
archrival Southern California. the Ducks made 13 of their 21 League Shoot held at the
We were clearly the better field goal attempts.
University of Kentucky. From
team tonight," Oregon Coach
Ballard finished with 16 there, it was on to the Naval
Dick Harter said, buoyant points and Lee 15. The Oregon Academy where the Racers
with the dramatic victory. victory cut UCLA's lead to one were in a triangular against
"We've played phenomenal game in the Pacific-8 Con- Navy and East Tennessee,
basketball the last few weeks. ference race. The Ducks are which is probably the top team
We came in here to play with one of three teams in second In the nation.
force, to make the Bruins play place with 8-3 marks.
Murray State finished third
hard defense for 20 minutes
in that shoot.
each half."
Tom Abernethy and Scott
It
was
stunning May led Indiana on a seconda
Murray then went to West
achievement for the Ducks, half scoring splurge that Point and finished third in a
considering the way UCLA buried Minnesota. The field that included East
has played at home. The loss Gophers' zone defense gave Tennessee, Tennessee Tech,
was only the third fro UCLA in the nation's topranked team Appalachian State, West
the last 169 games at Pauley.
trouble in the first half before Virginia, Army, The Citadel,
We shot terribly," Bartow Abernethy and May started Minnesota, CCNY, Rhode
said in an understatement, connecting.
Island, Kings College, Coast
and they played an
Abernethy finished with 22 Guard, St. Johns, Stephens
outstanding game."
points, matching his career Tech, Norwich, Providence,
In other games, No. 1 high, and May fired in 18. The Boston State, Dartmouth and
Indiana defeated Minnesota victory was Indiana's 53rd VMI.
76-64; No.2 Marquette stopped straight in regular season play
No. 19 Lottiziville 72-62; No. 3 and 33rd in a row in Big Ten
This pest weekend,the team
North Carolina turned back action -- extending the was at Tennessee Tech for a
Virginia 73-71; No. 4 Rutgers Hoosiers' own conference sectional qualifying for
whipped American University record.
national rankings.
94-79; No.6 Nevada-Las Vegas
Earl Tatum poured in 23
buried Hawaii 114-99; Duke points and led a second-half
Murray finished third in the
upset No. 7 Maryland 61147; rally to power Marquette over field and according to a
No. 8 Notre Dame trimmed Louisville. The Warriors, who spokesman for the team,
South Carolina 90-83; No. 9 led only 30-27 at the half, based on the performance,
Tennessee routed Mississippi stormed to leads as high as 17 Murray State should come out
195-81, and No. 10 Alabama points in the second half.
ranked sixth or seventh in the

Carolina State next week.
Mike Dabney scored 25
points, seven in an important
second-half burst, to help
Rutgers beat American U.
The Eagles gave the nation's
fourthranked team trouble in
the first half before the Scarlet
Knights pulled away with a 142streak late in the game.

Bee

By MIKE
Associate
WASHIh
New federa

Sul

MSU Rifle Team Back
Home After Long Trip
nation.
Last year, the Murray State
rifleiteain was ranked ninth in
the nation.

This Is
A Correction

1111111M=

Mr. Tom Holland

Gospel
Meetings
March ZS-April 1
Green Plain
Church of alriSt
Mr. Tom Holland, speaker
on World Ratio, and Instructor in Bible"at Freed
Hardernan College in Henderson, Tn. we be with the
Green Plain Church of Christ
Ii a series of meetings Mardi 75th to Apri tat Time
will be 730 each evening,.
There mil be a cordial
welcome at aM the services
Mr. Holland is a song writer,
and we direct the singing at
Green Plain on Muds

%eyes"

Perkins Pancake & Steak House will celebrate its 3rd Anniversary in Murray
on Wednesday and Thursday, February 25th & 26th.
In appreciation for your warm reception, owners Bill and Jackie Daugherty
invite .you to
celebrate with them and enjoy some of Murray's favorite Perkin '.s selections al
special anniversary prices. Also registerfor special prizes to be given away.

Full Stock of Our Famous Buttermilk
Pancakes
Reg. 1.15

*Golden-Tender Waffle

894

*Rib Eye Steak

Reg. 95'
100L U. S. Choice

*W/Fresh Garden SOW end Choice of Neseasede Dressing
*Year Choice Of Potato(Nahwah)
*A Basket of Toasted Fronk Ikea

1
•07.50

S. 4th 1

694

*The Big Fritz
Grned-Shaved Nam Piled Nigh Ori A Sesame Ben And
Perkins Faasees Over-Generous Serving Of French Fires

2 For The Price Of 1

Reg. $1.6O

994

Register Now Thru Thursday For
•

$100.00 Cash

WITI

CA!
137

To Be Given Away... Pkts

Two Ky. Country Hams from Gibson's Locker Plant
(Register as often as you like — you don't have to be
present to win)

• PART
• SERV'
• RECO
MAC
• CONY
FINIO

"World's Largest and Finest Chain of Pancake Houses."

753-0910

Perkin's Pancake &
Steak House
/
1
2 Mils North of Murray
on U.S. 641

6 a. m. to /0 p. m. Daily
753-0910

753-0910

- day, Folaroary 22, 1976
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FAIN ROM M
Beef Grading Changes Today

Calendar
A .lt Listing
Events For Week

Ten Most Common
Consumer Deceptions

Monday,February 23
Almo Adult Farmer Class,
North Calloway Elementary
School,7:00 p.m.
Faxon Adult Farmer Class,
East Calloway Elementary
School, 7:00 p.m.
prizes awarded upon condition
New Concord Adult Farmer
of purchasing another related Class, Murray Vocational
product over-priced to offset Center,7:00p.m.
the cost of the "prize".
Monday,Feb. 23 Through
—Business Opportunity
Wednesday February 25
opFranchise
Schemes:
And Friday,Fehmary 27
portunities designed so that
A class on Marketing of
the promoter makes his profit
from the investor regardless Agricultural Products will be
of whether the opportunity is held at the Murray Area
worthless or the investor Vocational Education Center
from 9:00 a.m. until 12:00 noon
realizes any return.
Monday through Wednesday
—Debt Consolidation and on Friday. The class is
Gouging: There is no way of designed for farmers and will
consolidating debts without deal with futures markets, the
of
futures
incurring more debt.So-called mechanics
brokers' fees, "Placement" teaching, cash market in
fees, appraisal, photograph, relation to futures markets,
searches,recording fees, etc. hedging, etc. The class will be
—Victimizing The Aged: conducted by Steve Callahan,
Appeals made to the in- Marketing Specialist,
security, dwindling mental Cooperative Extension Seralertness and loneliness of the vice, University of Kentucky.
aged, to separate them from For more information call Ted
their life savings, retirement Howard at 753-1452 or Jamie
Potts at 753-1870.
and insurance incomes.

quality of beef Americans buy only "choice" last week.
Under the new rules,
go into effect today, meaning
and
the steak you buy as "prime" standards for "prime"
be
widened
will
beef
"choice"
meat may have been graded
to include meat with less
By Barletta Wrather,
marbling — or flecks of fat.
Home Ec. Agent
The more marbling in the
Ten Most Common
beef, the more tender and
Consumer Deceptions
juicy it is.
Switch"
Can your hybrid meet the
&
—"Bait
The U.S. Agriculture Advertising: Insincere offers
Department, which had of attractive products or
originally hoped to implement services to obtain leads that
the new rating system almost will be switched to higher
a year ago, says consumers priced products more adYou know the challenge of
getting higher yields can only
won't be able to tell the dif- vantageous to the sellers.
be met with an open mind
ference in appearance or taste
—Home Improvement
new
try
and a willingness to
but that the changes will cut Swindles: Hidden trust deeds
practices and new hybrids.
costs for cattlemen, keep executed without knowledge
NK hybrids dltallenge your
retail costs down and cut down or consent of homeowners;
present hybrid on yield and
the amount of grain used to phony bargains, tricky
overall performance. Plant
them together, [oat them the
feed the cattle Americans eat. financing, guarantees not
same. We balk/le:you will see
Historically, the tenderest honored,
materials
NK hybrids come out on top.
and most expensive of the four misrepresented and peraccept
to
time
Now is the
grades of beef commonly seen formances
the challenge. Time to think
exaggerated.
in retail stores is "prime,"
.. investigate ... compere.
estimated at 6500
Losses
your
with
hybrids
NK
Plant
which comes from cattle
million a year.
best After all. if your present
pampered and fed grain
hybrid loses, you win.
—Chain Refferal Swindle:
during much of their lives,
Fair enough?
"Free" merchandise because
particularly in the final few
of subsequent credits or
months before slaughter.
bonuses paid for sales made to
"Choice" beef contains less
friends who purchase because
marbling than "prime," and
of the buyer's referral.
—Health
Quackery:
Tuesday,February 24
-good" beef has less than
—Charity Swindles: Of the Reducing
pills,
bust
Lynn Grove Adult Farmer
"choice." "Standard" is the
$10 billion that generous developers, hair restorers, Class, Mw-ray Vocational
fourth category.
Americans contribute to "virility pills", cancer and Center,7:00 p.m.
Harold Jones, Mgr.
The rise in grain prices in
chairty every year, about one arthritis cures—well over a
recent years has caused many per cent get siphoned off by
Thursday,February 26
billion dollars annually.
cattle farmers and feed-lot
Murray,
753-S522
Hazel Adult Farmer Class,
dishonest fund raising and
—Work At Home Gyps:
operators to claim they have
other abuses, amounting to Gimmick ads to sell over- Dees Bank of Hazel,7:00 p.m.
lost money until recently.
about $100 million annually.
priced and shoody equipment
With a loosening of the
Cer- that fails to earn the income
Credit
—Phony
standards for the top two tificates: Phony contests and
represented.
classes of beef, producers will
be able to feed less grain to
animals and still have them.
qualify for the more expensive
romwrowet:
grades.
ei eoi Pe
The new rules were initially texPAN9R.4
planned for adoption last April THE COMMON GROUND OF FARMER AND HOMEMAKER
14, but they were delayed by
from
challenges
court
Get.now
and others, inScout Torn" producers consumer
groups
cluding
What do you want for your
spreaders, animals wastes
for 7'6.
which contended that shop- children? In a few words, a
can be returned to the soil to
pers would be charged higher typical answer might be "• condition it for a new season
of production. Cleanly and
prices for lower quality beef. better life."
efficiently spreading this
In more detail, this might
The last legal hurdle was
valuable byproduct over
include:
cleared Sunday.
fields, these large-capacity
environment
cleaner
—A
U.S. District Court Judge
the
reduce
spreaders
in which children can grow
Patrick Higginbotham of up sound of mind and body. :number of trips needed into
termed sow* m Nits Ms Owes if yes end ell seer am where
the fields and thus save preDallas denied a temporary
bigger pickups comet. Asa minis oscine, arc A 1111-bselli
—A way of life in harmony,
cious fuel.
injunction that had been not in conflict, with nature.
vibeeissa les stability. Lad maw** tatir-wissal drive dot lets
And they save fuel in yet
re.mart« AMOK sodostiliallfailliniabt"
sought by the Texas baby beef
— A conserving of natural
way- 1.11e_af natural
another
industry, which claimed the resources tor - generations- fertilizers reduces the need
new standards would dry up yet to come.
fbr commercial fertilizers,
on
their industry and ultimately
How does this compare to
which are made from oil.
result in higher costs to just a few of the basic tenets
Lawn
These dual fuel savings
of"A Farmer's Creed," pubconsumers.
widely circulated
a way in which the
are
Garden
and
lished
The baby beef raisers
farmer is increasing his
by Sperry New Holland.
new
the
complained
Equipment
efficiency to provide food as
See year betermitiestal Sweater Dealer.
—"I believe farming nurregulations would downgrade tures the close family ties
economically as possible.
This, coupled with sound en20 to 50 per cent of their that make life rich in ways
ifironmental management,
product from "good" to money can't buy.
are more grounds in common
IT.911
153-94
"standard" and argued that
—"I believe true happiwith today's homemaker.
watching
chain stores and consumers ness comes from
would not buy lowergraded your crops ripen in the field.
—"I believe that by my toil
baby beef.
Higginbotham said he 1 am giving more to the world
taking from it."
denied the action because it than I am
similarities
striking
These
was unlikely cattlemen could
753-1372
couldn't be more closely
S. 4th St.
win their case in further aligned.
proceedings. A hearing is still
Each year, a farmer works
scheduled within 45 days on a with nature, often suffering
motion for a permanent in- the hardships she can imjunction.
pose, to renew and rejuve-

By MIKE MOORE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
New federal definitions for the

Superstar Challenge?

HYBRID
CORN

ick

Carraway Farms

Ky.

CUI

Go camping beyond
the crowd.*

rao-rai

Toward a Better Life ..

The sign
of your nest
Tractor
Buys
Special
Prices

Scoufthe America
others pass by.

Murray Ford
Tractor

Taylor Motors
Inc.

Big round bales can be
dangerous if not handled
to
properly,
according
Sperry New Holland, farm
manufacturer
equipment
which has designed big bale
handling
and
moving
machinery with operator
safety foremost in mind. For
a booklet, "Farmer's Guide
to Round Baling," which includes safety information as
part of the complete story
about round bales, write to
Sperry New Holland, New
Holland, Pa. 17657.

fiber each family needs.
A closer examination of
one particular phase of farming provides an even greater
insight.
Farming activities produce wastes,just as they are
made in urban and suburban
areas, too. But more and
more farmers are recycling
these wastes back into the
soil to turn a seeming liability into a valuable asset.
Using machines, such as
Sperry New Holland manure

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
WITH A FRONT-RUNNING

layers of

CASE 156 PTO HP
1370 AGRI KING

CORN•SOYBEANS *WHEAT

rEsnr]

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Wiwi

for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires

Purchase Tire Mart
East Main at Industrial Rood
753-7111 — Max Keel, Mgr.

A7TENTION
MR.FARMER
What Happens If
I Take My Account
2?
1
Before Age 59/
If you receive all or a part of
2,
1
your account before age 59/
and are not disabled, you'll pa
a stiff tax penalty. Not only will
you have to include the amount
received in your ordinary income for the year of receipt,
but a Federal penalty tax equal
to 10 per cent of the amount
_received willtaimpoged•
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.

Bank ofFDICMurray

We've got Spring Fever prices on all
new MF farm tractors under 80 pto hp.
Spring into action and save!

SAVE
$60000

Murray's fastest unloading facilities

•PARTS
•SERVICE
• RECONDITIONED
TRACTORS
• CONVENIENT
FINANCING

El Dorado Tires CBI Tires

nate the soil—our greatest
natural resource—and,in so
doing, provides the food and

Ag-safety Tip

• BIG 504 TURBO-CUBE ENGINE
• SELF-CLEANING AIR INDUCTION
SYSTEM
• OIL SPRAY PISTON COOLING
SYSTEM
• 3 ON-THE-GO POWER SHIFTS IN
EACH OF 4 RANGES
• CASE ENVIRONMENT CONTROL —
WITH OUTSIDE CAB AIR FILTER—
NO MESS INSIDE
• UP TO 40 GPM WITH 4 REMOTE
VRCUITS

Complete Tire Service

SAVE

$600"

SAVE
%woo

SAVE
se0000

Distrilsotors Of

Wayne Feed DelEalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans end Wheat

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED C9.
Railroad Ave. Marray, Ky. 753-3404
Den Boaz, Owner — Robby Wader, Mgr.

MF 711
Skid Steer Loader
30 hp gas,
1250-lb. cap.

MF 235
Tractor

MF 255
Tractor

MF 285
Tractor

MF 275
Tractor

-.
Come on m see for yourseff—you
can't beat these Spring Fever Values!

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
Industrial Rd.

753-1319

War•P•14

aMOP

......ammeeerew
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News Around The World Briefly
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Ford today urged the
nation's governors to support a renewal of federal revenue
sharing and warned that the U.S. economic recovery would
be imperiled if Congress fails to extend the program
. In a
speech prepared for a meeting of the National Governor
s'
Conference, Ford said,'Me whole concept of federal-state
relations is at stake" and if movement toward more
general revenue sharing fails this year, "there will be
a
new escalation in the categorical programs of an increasingly centralized government."
MANCHESTER, N.H.(AP)-With the outcome still considered too close to call for either Republicans or
Democrats, voting begins shortly after midnight tonight in
New Hampshire's presidential primary. Most of the rivals
in the crowded Democratic race were ready to make their
last-minute pitches today. Former Georgia Gov. Jimmy
Carter and Arizona Rep. Morris K. Udall are believed to be
the frontrunners, although almost all the candidates are
trying to avoid the role of favorite. Former Calif. Gov.
Ronald Reagan finished his New Hampshire campaigning
Sunday, and an aide says he's hoping for 40 per cent of the
vote.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)- With
her lengthy
nearing an end, Patricia Hearst learns today testimony
whether she
will be questioned about plans she helped draw
up for bank
robberies other than the one for which she is on
trial. US.
District Court Judge Oliver J. Carter says he will
rule today

SANK

Olp.fdS

byWilliam

Paper money is believed to be
another invention of those clever
Chinese. Most experts say it happened during the T'ang Dynasty
in the 7th century but others think
it was as early as 1198. C.
It's never too early to open a savings account with us.
Save for your next car, for vacation, for college... but
save!

PEOPLEVANIC
M URNAT

Member FDIC

IT.

on whether Miss Hearst, 22, may be questioned about
17
documents found in her last fugitive hideout. She is now on
trial for a San Francisco bank robbery two months after she
was kidnaped.
PEKING (AP) - Continuing the replay of his historic
visit to China four years ago, Richard M. Nixon met for an
hour and 40 minutes today with Chairman Mao Tse-tung. A
Chinese government spokesman said the two men held a
"friendly conversation on a wide range of subjects" at the
Peking home of the 82-year-old chairman of the Chinese
Communist party. At the close of the conversation, Mao
asked Nixon to convey his regards to President Ford, with
whom Mao met for an hour and 50 minutes during Ford's
visit to Peking last December.
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP)-Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger conferred with Colombian President Alfonso Lopez today during an overnight visit to one of the few
surviving democracies in South America. A senior
American
official told newsmen traveling on Kissinger's plane
that
the secretary's original itinerary did not include
Colombia
because relations between the two countries are so
good
Kissinger thought he could use his time to better advanta
ge
in countries which present more problems. Colombi
a was
added to the tour after persistent appeals from
President
Lopez and Foreign Minister InsliOeliaLlevano.
ROME(AP)-Growing numbers of America's future doctors are being trained in Italy. With admission to U. S.
medical schools confined to about 4,500 new students a
year, or about a tenth of the applicants, more than 1,500
Americans are now studying at 77 medical schools in Italy.
It is the largest contingent of American medical students in
Europe. The tuition fee in Italian medical schools is only
$150 a year; in the United States it is $4,000 or more. But
"given a choice, we all would like to study at home," said
Jhn Tesoriero of Fri Lee,N. Y.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)- The FBI is sifting
through
piles of explosives and radical writings seized
from a
makeshift bomb plant in an effort to pinpoint the
source of
Northern California terrorist attacks. From 130 to
150 pounds of explosives were discovered Saturday in a
predawn
raid by FBI and police SWAT teams on a Richmon
d, Calif.,
house. Three men and three women, surprise
d while
sleeping, were arrested and face arraignment
on explosives charges today. A seventh person was
arrested after a stakeout later Saturday in Oakland.
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Weisenberger
Bill Approved
By State Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky.- A bill
sponsored by Sen. Richard
Weisenberger (D-Ma yfield
permitting school boards to
purchase liability insurance
or pay the legal fees of board
members in litigation relating
to their official duties has
passed the state senate by a
32-2 margin and has been sent
to the house.
In arguing for the passage of
the measure -Senate Bill 157
- Weisenberger explained
that present Kentucky law
does not contain a provision to
protect school board members
when they are sued in their
official capacity as well as
individually.
He said it is the practice of
plaintiff
attorneys
to
"shotgun" a lawsuit against
schools and board members
by alleging personal as well as
official liability on the part of
the members.
"This unwarranted exposure makes many qualified
citizens reluctant to serve on
school boards,"Weisenberger
pointed out,"and in almost all
cases there is no personal
liability."
School boards retain their
own attorneys to defend the
school against lawsuits, but if
board merngers are named
individually they usually
agree on another attorney to
represent them collectively as
individuals. The cost usually
exceeds their annual salary,
Weisenberger asserted.

CLASSIFIED ADS.
2. Notice

2 Ni

ACROSS
1 Youngs*
,
4 Chemical
compound
9 Unit of
Siamese
currency
12 Goddess of
heeling

1.

BLON DIE

13 Extra
14 Tibetan

1 Beverage
2 Succor
3Let fall

LIL' ABNER

DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS

TO THE 5A1'JDf3OWL AWARD FESTIVAL(*ERE 77.1E4NDY
.
AND
PE'6E57 SUPPORTA/564NO/',44EPRE5ENTEDD ALL-THE SHEIKS COME-

;I

- BRINnwe \MTH THEM THE CREAM OF ORIENTAL DEMONOLOGY
THE
WINNER IS ISHEIK OF THE yEAR•yr-0
Cast-Gxer_ a.3

0438

Anderson's
Photo
Art Studio
Hardin, Ky
across free the Pew Office
437-4206
Plow (Aerie • ceaseiete

U.. of woe bruni, ped
used defile', band crafted
Oft Items, Avec preeocts,
.
gi.,
e deeeepep wed
weed
hind peleted *geesOpen 9-5
Mon.-Fri.
94Sat.

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 4 p.m.
the
day
before
publication.
FOR ALL YOUR Watkins
Products,see or call Mr.
or Mrs. Holman Jones.
Phone 753-3128.

Help Us
Celebrate Our

22nd
Anniversary
with
Special Low
Low Prices
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VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED for research
study concerning
television viewing and
personality.
Please
contact
Steve
Rodrigues, at the
Psychological Center,
Murray State University. Phone 762-2504,
between 8 a. m. and 49.
m.
RETAIL STORE help
needed due to expansion. Permanent
employment, send
resume to P.O. Box 32W,
Murray, Ky.
FOOD
SERVICE
SUPERVISOR Intermediate Care facility,
experience helpful but
not necessary. Flexible
hours. Apply in person
by appointment. 9-5 p.
m. Call 442-6884.
PART TIME HELP
needed. Mature self
starter to work from
their home, evenings
and Saturday. 22 hours
per week. Call Mr.
Williams at 1-247-4140
after 12 noon.

Spring
Arriving

Doily
King's
Den

8 Storage Buildings

Bel-Air
shopping c,nter
RAYMOND HENSLEY is
now associated with Bill
Riley at the downtown
barbershop,508 Main.

BUY THE best for less.
Portable- storage
buildings, offices, hike
cottages, boat storages,
garages, patios and
barns. Name it-We build
it. CUSTOM BUILT -PORTABLE
BUILDINGS, Hicks
Cemetery Road. Call
753-0984.
10 B,‘
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LICENSED
BEAUTICIAN. Call
Joyce's Beauty Shop,
753-8150.
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oFIREW4
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cleaner
Murr
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753-378

4 In

talent
8 Biblical
weed
7 SOS eagle
8 Note of
scale

4443

A

JIMMY M.GALLIMORE
is now operating Hazel
Coin Laundry with
plenty of room and
machines, also Ann's
Tique Store has new
owner, Southerns
Largest Imports and
native antique corporation. With Sonny
Parkhill in charge, visit
him and see his unique
antique furniture and
small items,etc.

4 Hold in NO
regard
5 Particular

41 *swot egg
Nova Scotia

70-7753

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7531916and 753-1917.

9 Time gone
by
10 Pedal digit
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17 Set firmly
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Wiles yee owed supplies,
service call es.
Orman is wild we knew
Nit. Me bees steam cliseeors
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for reel, Or if yeti prefer we
will doom your carpets end
Hews fer yes.
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b Help hanted

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"

PHONE NUMBERS

Support For
1976 Crop
Section
106
of
the
Agricultural Act of 1949
provides that for the 1961 crop
and each subsequent crop of
any kind of tobacco for which
marketing quota are not
disapproved by producer, the
support level in cents per
pound shall be determined by
adjusting the 1959 crop support level by the ratio of; (1)
the average of the index of
prices paid by farmers (including wage rates, interest
and taxes) for the preceding
three calendar years to, (2)
the average index of prices
paid by farmers for the 1959
calendar year, according to
the local ASCS office.
The average index of prices
paid by farmers during the
three calendar years, 1973-75
was 121 per cent of the 1959
index. Thus, the level of
support for the 1976 crop of
each kind of tobacco for which
quota are not disapproved by
producers will be 121 per cent
of the 1959 crop support.
If producers approve
marketing quotas, the level of
support for the 1976 crop of
fire-cured (types 21-23)
tobacco will be 74.1 cents per
pound, 8.9 cents above the 1975
crop support. If quotas are
approved for dark air-cured
(types 35 dr 36), the 1976 crop
support will be 65.9 cents per
pound, 7.9 cents above the 1975
crop support.
The level of support for the
1976 burley crop will be 109.3
cents per pound, 13.2 cents
above the 1975 crop support.

Au& ;

IN LOVING memory of
our dear father Danny
Walker that passed
away 8 years ago today,
February 23, 1968. The
flowers we place upon
your grave will wither
and decay but our love
for you, who sleeps
beneath will never fade
away.Still Missing You,
Your Children.
6 Help Wanted

sac 1111111181
IN 1111
Needed
by Aero
Mayflower
Transit
Company.
Tlwes end coop
lee
odserbole IVO mist& open
wtiting or cal! eetskie ladles, cell 898-428-1234. Ask
for Alien Puckett or write P.O.
lies 11Th Ismilwrepells, bedlam
MOIL
An equal opportunity employer

SALES
LIMITED TRAVEL
Territories available
in the Paducah, Ky.
area.
Weekly araw and
training incentives to
$350.00. $18,000 plus
potential after first
year. Senior salesmen
earning $18,000 to
$45,000. Management
opportunities.
Fringes
include:
Hospitalization, Life
Insurance,
Profit
Sharing, Retirement.
You receive sales
training
in
the
territory.
Our products are
non-technical
and
readily learnable.
We sell chemical
specialties to the Industrial,
Food
processing, Automotive and Institutional
markets. High quality
products
bring
profitable
repeat
sales.
You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background optional. A late model
car required.
Send Resume to:
DELTA FOREMOST
CNEVMCM.
CORPORATION
P.O. Box 30310
Memphis,Tenn. 38130
As aqui apportimIty 411Th
Ple#W.

.

•

Oppxtunit.

liquor store for sale in
Fulton, Ky. Good opportunity for a couple.
For appointment call
472-9009.
MOVING MUST SELL
Looking for best offer.
Crazy Horse Billiards.
Call Jim Biggs after 5 p.
m.,(502)825-5822.
MAKE $1.00 PROFIT per
card selling engraved
bicentennial social
security cards. Free
sales kit. No investment.
Write Gregg Products,
Box 272-HI, Lexington,
N.C. 27292.
12 Inranr..
ALL LINES of Insurance
including homeowner,
auto, commercial,
group accident and
hospitalization. Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from
Post Office. Call 7533283.

FIRE I'
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blackt
polishe
$88.
ware, I
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chain s
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for 12'
bar, $1
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FARM
sale. 1
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tractor.
Call
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row pla
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753-2893
TWO
Avery
with
$1,200.
Garage

13.For Sale Or Trade
FOR TRADE one bunk
bed for 2 twin beds.
Bunk bed is made of
steel with springs,
mattresses. In good
condition. Call 436-5336.
14 Want To Buy
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
l5 Articles For Sale
ONE RED CARPET, for
sale. $25.00. 9 x 12, good
condition. Call 753-9651.
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016-$219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
LIKE NEW, modern hi-lo
hosptial bed, full length
side rails. Call 753-6674
FIREWOOD,hickory and
oak.
$15.00
rick,
delivered. Call 489-2307.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super!
Rent electric shampooer, Big K, Bel Air
Shopping Center.
85 285 MM F-3.5 Zoom
lens Pentax type mount
with case and filter. Call
after 6:00 753-7244.

HEAVY
1970
backh ;
Call
CRAWL
1970 In
in one
condit"
or 7
FORD
bottom,
hitch.
Call

14' ST
25 h.p.
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4FIREWOOD for sale by HS GAUGE PUMP
truckload or rick. Call shotgun
and
high
753-0745 or 753-3947.
standard double nine
revolver. Both in exFORMBY'S refinishing
cellent condition. Phone
products. Lemon oil, 753-5702.
lung oil, furniture
cleaner and refinisher. 22 klu,
Murray
Lumber
Company.
TAKE UP MONTHLY
payment on piano or
FOR SALE 9 ft. living
balance due. J & B
room and 6 ft. dining
Music, call 753-7575,
room green drapes. Call
Murray,Ky.
753-3787.
FIREPLACE
EN- PIANO TUNING, repair
CLOSURES with glass
and rebuilding, prompt
doors, antique brass,
service. Rebuilt pianos
blackened brass or
for sale. Ben Dyer 753polished brass. All sizes '8911.
$88..‘:. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
CHAINS FOR YOUR
chain saws. Your choice
1,4" or %" pitch, enough
for 12" bar, $8.95; 16"
bar, $10.50; or 20" bar,
$11.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris,Tennessee.

To Buy

tG TIMBER or
cut. Contact D.
753-9811 after 6,
31.

D CARPET, for
.00. 9 x 12, good
1. Call 753-9651.

SALE, Gilson
51016-8219.95,
51081 - $229.95.
les, Benton, Ky.

3e, modem hi-lo
bed, full length
s. Call 753-6674.

OD,hickory and
$15.00
rick,
d. Call 489-2307.

GHBOR! Tried
stre for cleaning
? It's super!
flectric shamBig K, Bel Air
g Center.

M F4.5 Zoom
Lax type mount
e and filter. Call
)753-7244.

FREE
TERMITE
INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
Home Repairs

BIRD SOLID VINYL
SIDINGS. Never needs
painting. Now installed
by Aluminum Service
Co. Downtown Hazel.
Call 492-8647.
SPECIAL 60" chain link
fence with 1%"0. D. top
rail 1%" 0. D. line post
and tie wires, $1.39 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes 12'-16'. For
all your fencing needs
call 4444865 A. A. A.
Fence Co.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13 Street
Flies, Roaches,
Savor Fish d Shrubs
Phone 7534914
*MOW

16 ,4tirr- FL
BEAUTIFUL CLEAN
sofa for sale. See at 1110
Sycamore St. Call 7537573.

14 'V, •
TWO STORY oak log
barn. Excellent conditon. Call 753-0870.

17. Vacuum Can's
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 7534760,
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
F.•

CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY:MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1443-7323.
26 T'v' R “.1

'

FARM EQUIPMENT for
sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
600 FORD TRACTOR, 2
row planter with 3 point
hitch. Call 753-0248 or
753-2893.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.

Trade

LADE one bunk
r 2 twin beds.
)ed is made of
with springs,
sties. In good
m. Call 436-5336.

yn, et

HEAVY EQUIPMENT
1970
Ford
Diesel
backhoe good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
CRAWLER LOADER,
1970 International with 4
in one bucket. Good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 753-8560.
FORD PLOW. Three
bottom, 14". Three point
hitch. Good condition.
Call 753-2363.
20 Spots Equipment
14' STARCRAFT, trailer,
25 h.p. motor. Call 7534746 after 6 p.m.
8' POOL TABLE with
accessories. 100 Watt CB
4inear. Call 753-5923.
1.541' WINNER COBRA.
60 h. p. Johnson motor.
Tilt trailer. Skis and
equipment. Call Robert
H. Hopkins,753-5422.

1975 25" Sylvania.
Television console with
remote control. Call 7537160.
RCA STEREO in small
maple cabinet. $50.00.
Call 753-0786.

19 Y

Rentals
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Another View

TWO BEDROOM all
electric mobile home,
$50.00 deposit, $125.00
per month. Water and
garbage pickup furnished. Call 753-3377.
i+Vani IL Rent
MSU Student and wife
looking for house in
country. Willing to
provide good references, deposit and repairs
if needed. Call 753-9293.

1972 BUICK SKYLARK
Custom. See Sherrill
Hicks or call 753-8288
after 4:00 p. m., 717%
Poplar Street.

,
HEAR N't, HEAR

"THE sun OF
HEW %ORS(

ZOOM

ME=

SMALL THREE room
furnished
apartment.
Couples only. If interested call 753-5870.
THREE ROOM Unfurnished duplex apartment,electric heat, near
court house, grocery,
churches. Prefer middle
aged lady. No children
or pets. Call 753-1299.
NEATLY FURNISHED
apartment, carpeted,
and air condition. May
be seen at Kelly's Pest
Control, 100 South 13th.
FURNISHED APARTMENT near University
for 1, 2 or 4 persons.
$50.00 month. Call 7537575 or 753-0669.

APARTFURNISHED
MENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.
MANOR
MURRAY
apartments, one or two
bedroom, unfurnished,
stove
and
except
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8668.

COMPLETELY FURNISHED. No kitchens,
private
bath,
refrigerator. Rent by
week or by month.$20.00
per week. Call 753-3634.
34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM at 307
N. 5th Street. Call 1-3957478.
FOUR BEDROOM house
for lease, partially
furnished
and
redecorated. Call 7530669 or 753-7575.

12 - SO LB.PIGS and hay.
1200 lb. rolls. Call 4362149.
43.Real Estate

"VS THE SST
CONCORDE."
2-.3S
16;
0
43 Real Estate
SELL YOUR HOME
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main. There
is a demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers
looking for good homes.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, where
current real estate
knowledge and good old
fashioned personal
service go hand-in-hand.

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid. VERY NICE care free
home, has new vinyl
Saddle and Spur Trailer
siding,
completely
Call
Sales, Paducah.
redecorated
inside,
442-1918 or 443-8226.
carpet, some drapes,
large bath and utility
MOBILE HOME Atlantic
12 x 60, two bedroom, room, 2 bedrooms,
located close in to
washer, dryer, central
Murray on 641 North on
heat and air, un1.2 acre lot. Price is a
derpinning
and
low $18,200. Call Moffitt
hurricane straps. Call
Realty Co., 206 South
492-8406.
12th, 753-3597.
29 Mob Homo Renr.
BEAUTIFULLY
SMALL TWO bedroom, SHADED lot with 3
all electric $55.00 month. bedroom, 2 bath home
within city limits. Home
Call 489-2595.
has electric heat, carpet, den with fireplace,
MOBILE HOMES and
disposal range and dishspaces. Fox Meadows
washer in kitchen,
and Coach Estates.
carpet, partially fenced
Families only. South
yard, garage, redwood
16th Sreet. Call 753siding exterior. Contact
3855.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th, 7538080.

The

WEIGHT WATCHERS'
Program Works
OWN« yes hew Id or 111,-Seiddi tii Nee. So matt dB te
OIL wisely theroefter. Ns arstruct. Our Mann sisos essets
every Mrs* et 74111 P. M. co No Pine lidetbodat Chore es
Illeois Ammo. Per htforesittus. col %NAN Sown
409111411.

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 7534651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE

.16

iale

PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big
family or renters help
pay. Owner,753-2562.
LARGE 10 room house
newly decorated,
central heat, priced 111
20's. One block from
apFor
campus.
pointment call 753-9485.
Fed Sill

TS SEMI
man
tat No. 1 le Cameo is-

48 ACRES OF BOTTOM
land. Hill Adams farm,
between Coldwater and
Bacusburg. Call 4892131.
46 Homes For Sale

Lot Ms. 4 Is Comae ft&
&Wm.
Bolt of Nese lets ors lores
censor lets. Thew lett keys
Hee reduced ter Oct Ws.
See or
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TWO BEDROOM frame, BY OWNER in Cenhas
carpet, , and
teridge subdivision near
fireplace, with gas heat,
Ky. Lake and Blood
Remodeled rnside.
River, approximately
Reduced from $14,500 to
1% acres with very nice
$13,500. Located at 1708
home and unfinished
Calloway. Call 753-0675.
storage cabin with
basement, about 250 feet
blacktop frontage on
HOUSE AND lot, 3%
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
miles South on 641, 436-2415.
electric heat, paneled,
air conditioner, T.V.
THREE BEDROOM all
antenna. Call 753-5236.
1
2
electric brick home. 3/
years old. Elm Grove
Subidivison, off HighTHREE BEDROOM
way 94 East. Irvin Cobb
brick and cypress, full
Road. $27,500 Call 753bath, shag carpet,
0840.
carport. 100 x 215 foot
lot. Five miles on 94
47 Arlo.wcycles
east. Call 753-3938.
MOVING MUST sell 3
bedroom brick, 200 x 105
corner lot. Unqiue
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
neighborhood. $31,800.
Call 753-8850 days, 753evenings
or
3085
weekends.

27 Moblie Home Sales

ARE YOU in need of an
auto repair or clean up
TWO BEDROOM carshop? Do you need a
peted, central air,
house? Would you like a
furnished
or
un10 acre farm? You can
furnished. Call 753-0123
have all three with our
before 5, 753-0206 or 753property located only 6
7699 after 5.
miles south of Murray
on Ky. 121. John C.
1968 MODEL MOBILE
Neubauer Real Estate,
home, 12 x44, gas heat,
505 Main St., Murray
for information. Call
753-0101-7531 or call Bob
753-8218 after 3:30.
Rodgers,753-7116.

SsAN You Need

CANTERBURY
ESTATES: "L" shaped
ranch style home.
Professionally landscaped court in front.
Large redwood fenced
patio in back. Three
bedroom, 2 bath, living
room, dining room,
kitchen with built-ins
overlooking den with
fireplace, built-in bookcases, utility, central
heat and air, good closet
and storage space. Call
753-0045
for
appointment.

1975 HONDA CR 125
Elsinore, compression
release, reed valves,
ported
head
and
polished. Excellent
running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 4928586.
HONDA 50 mini-trail.
Good condition. Price
$115.00. Call 7534763.

OR TRADE by owner.
Ti-level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121
South. Three or four
bedrooms, two baths,
living-dining L with
fireplace, carpet, built.
in appliances, intercom
electric baseboard heat,
two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
LAKEVIEW HOUSE in
Lakeway Shores. Priced
In mid 20'w. Two
bedrooms, 1% bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet
of living space, 16 i24
garage. Call 438-2107
after 6

1974 IMPALA, good
condition. $2,550. Call
753-9799.

1970 JEEP COMANDO
red with two tops. New
engine. $1,600. Call 7532211.

1970 CAMARO. Yellow
with black vinyl top,
good condition. Phone
901-479-3265 after 5.

1972 DODGE PICKUP %
ton automatic, 1973
Plymouth Duster, both
In good condition. Call
4924868.
1966 LE SABRE Buick. 2
door hardtop. Call 7537143.
1I74 VW. Call after 5, 7538360.
1974 MONTE CAftLO,low
mileage, extra nice.
$4,000. Call 753-4330.
1968 FORD Mustang. Call
753-7865 from 9-5,
Monday-Friday.
1974 CAMARO Z28 Type
LT. Air, power steering
& brakes, Tach, tape
player, spoilers &
stripes. Factory Mags.
Excellent condition,
$3850. 354-6465 after 5 p.
m. weekdays, anytime
weekends.
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
Every
facilities.
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rocecir" d oleport. Fly in or drive in. Come to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
)r Sherry Rayn 815-9686262. This is a dealers
auction.
1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles, $1,495. Call 7539710.

NEW 1975 CHEVROLET
2 ton truck, by owner,
never licensed. Call 75.34652 before 5 p. m., 7538295 after 5 p. m.

MINOR REPAIRS and
alterations, furniture
repair. Call after 5 4362476.
SIDING,
ALCOA
awnings, carports,
magestic fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.,
call 492-8647.

BREAK AND order
gardens. Call 753-7143.
ELECTRICAL V/TRINti
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN - Prompt
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605.
CARPET CLEANING,
expereinced, very
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

KIRBY CARPET CAREclean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, and
institution, rugs come
steam
by
clean
Free
cleaning.
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.

1971
CHEVROLET
straight shift, 302
engine. 1973 Chevrolet
automatic, 350 engine.
1971 Ford sport custom.
1968 Ford LTD, good
condition. Call 474-2337.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

MOBILE HOMES- underpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
ml or weekends.

1968 CAMARO vinyl top,
factory air, automatic,
radio, power steering,
307 V-8, 15" factory
mags, new tires. $1,300.
Call 753-8251.

JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

Anderson's
Photo
Art Studio

VINYL, REPAIRED and
or recolored. Free
estimate. Call now
Tom's Vinyl Repair, 4892752.

Hardin,Ky.
eaves fres No Poet Offise

427-4206
Pestrults, sid plossersplbs
restored le osier or Medi

1966 FOUR
DOOR,
Chrysler Newport with
air and power, $200.00.
Call 753-4773.

LAKELAND
Construction. Backhoe work
In vicinity of 121 South
and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock, and top soil
delivered anywhere.
Call Rosa, 436-2505, open
7days a week.

eel white, MN devote*,
NW beim.

1964 VW, good condition.
Call 753-4746 after 6 p.m.

INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
free
for
753-2310
estimates.

QUALITY USED campers for sale. Call 7530605.

ROY
HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing,
Call 7534124, South 4th
Street. Across from HihBurger.

WE'LL DONATE $2.00 to
save your carpet. Take
this ad to Otasco. Bel Air
Shopping Center. Rent
the Steamex Carpet
Cleaner. Call 7534291.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work. Gravel and top
soil. Call 436-2306.

i

1973 HONDA 350SL. Good
Conditon. Call 753-5702.
1973 YAMAHA 100 LTMX.
A nice bike Will sell
very reasonable. Call
753-7417, anytime.

PINTO,
air,
1973
automatic, clean. Can
753-9523.
1974 RED,white and blue,
International
pickup.
Four wheel drive, 20,000
miles, fiberglass
camper, good condition.
Call 492-8104 from 9 a.
m.to 9 p m

/1
Bankroll Card

DRIVEWAYS AND
parking areas, white
rocked and grated. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429, after
4 p.m.

.•

\\

punt hed

Jim Adams Food Liners

( This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

OW
0
•

S.
Oa

Dunn Furniture T.V.
IL Appliance

Pace
7534621
Quasar

So. 12th Street
•
ELECTRICAL WIRING
RESIDENTIAL i
COMMERCIAL
Installations ar
Service

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

Murray
Metal
Highest Prices
Paid
Iron, aluminum, copper, cast, batteries,
and radiators
121 S. (Clarks River
Bridge)
Murray,Ky.

4744841
753-7203

1005. 13th St.
Murray,Ky.

24 Hour Service
ANDERSON ELECTRIC

753-3914

Paper
Hanging
Pointing

AA

R Home
Improvement

7534414
436-5840

1117
('HRYiLER,
automatic, power, air,
good tires, good condition. Call 753-9957 after
4.
•

•1
6

I 753-3037 I

Free
Toreihe Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

1965 CHEVROLET VAN,
295.00. Call 753-2388.

1971 GRAND PRIX,
$1,750. Call 753-7765.

SW

T.V.Sales and Service

fire
753-1441

Remodeling,
Room Additions
Cabinet Work

MERCURY
1111
MARQUE.air. Call 76301238 30-5,753-6266 after
S.

'1 r

Dial-A-Service

1176 GTO,automatic, air.
Call 753-5686

1967 FORD GALAXIE
500. Call 753-6312.

(

FREE TWO 4 month old
kittens, one black and
white, other is grey.
Were abondoned and
desperately need good
homes. Call either 7537374 or 753-7170.

Oa
1975 ELSINORE CR256.
Rode very little, also
two 8" tuii-lug Cragar
mags with new x60 tires.
Call 753-8721 after 5 p.
m.

49 Used Cars
REDUCED TO $31,700.
Owner transferred,
spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath, trick home with
many extras at 1302
Kirkwood. Call 753-0846.

1971 GREEN 4 door
Lincoln Continental,
good condition. Call 7539884.

1979 FORD PICKUP $950.
1972 Pinto Runabount
automatic. $1350. Phone
489-2595.

CHAIN LINK FENCING
for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All
after 5 p. m. for free
estimates. All Star
Fence Co., 901-642-6492
or 901-642-8947.

1974 FORD RANGER
pickup with air, power
steering and brakes.
Call from 9-5, MondayFriday at 753-7861 or
after hours 753-5913.

If h has on iregim vs*
specialize I. its repair

753-0961

753-9437

Residences,
cornmercial. Canvasing,
Bill Houghton, Rte. 6,
Box 68

Free Estimates

East Side
Smell Engine
Hwy.IN East

011:11181rS

502492-8837
Hwy.641
6 Miles South

a

Jerry McCoy,Owner
& Operator

Hinman's
Rentals
Id pope Mew Ins teem ell
.
dr, Nu. prim took CRS dr/
*MK en WAN Mat ore
wise. NN ted. snit hod. Pow
Wok cease est al ec

753-5703
802 N. 18th Street
Murray.
1

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

Plumbing
Electric Sewer
Cleaning

Taber's Body
Shop
24 Mow Wrecitor Seeeke

While You Wait
duplicating

436-2490
Service and Repair
24 Hour Service
Norman Kimmerzell
_

753-5397

753-3134
753-3303
753-6177

102S.4th St
Murray,Ky.

1301 Chestnut Murray,
Ky.

_

Carrier,
Ounlity Service
Company
753-9290
Commercial, residenWI, industrial &
Refrigeration.
We service all brands!!!
m

YaismillSomasy.s.

. .m.r.••••••••••rolp•
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Tappan Sales
proved plant productivity.
"The substantially improved fourth
quarter operating results are not
necessarily indicative of sales and
earnings for the early part of 1976,"
cautioned Tappan. "First quarter sales
are normally lower due to seasonal
patterns. Also, the Murray, Kentucky
surke, which has idled approximately
600 workers, is continuing and
generates idle plant costs and other
cost inefficiencies."
Annual Results for 19'15
During the first half of 1975, the
Company was in the midst of an extensive inventory reduction program,
which resulted in severely restricted
manufacturing activity and created
short-term operating losses. In addition, the industries the Company
serves were experiencing badly
depressed sales demand reflecting

Earnest Phillips
Dies Today With
Funeral Tuesday
Earnest W. Phillips of
Murray Route Five died this
morning at 2:50 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 83 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and an Army veteran
of World War I. Born October
2, 1892, in Calloway:County, he
was the son of the late Jim
Phillips and Mandy Snead
Phillips.
Mr. Phillips and his wife,
the former Cozy Outland, who
survives, were married
September 1, 1917. He was
preceded in death by two
daughters, Mrs. Juanita
Herndon who died March 31,
1974, and one who out in infancy.
Survivors are his wife; four
daughters, Mrs. Ernestine
Norman, Murray, Miss
Marion Phillips, Murray
Route Five, Mrs. Glen
(Evelyn) Koerber, Belleville,
Mich., and Mrs. Houston
(Hazel) Ray, Murray Route
Four; six sons, R. J. of
Plymouth, Mich., Mozelle and
Joe of Murray, Edward of
Jilarray Route Five, Garvin of
array Route Four, and
Harold of Murray Route
Eight.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Ines Bragg of
Benton and Mrs. Betty
Brandon and Mrs. Gillus
(Lela) Knight of Murray; one
brother, Rupert Phillips of
Murray Route Three; fourteen grandchildren; three
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at two p. m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Rev. R. J. Burpoe and Rev.
Lawson Williamson officiating
and Mrs. Otto Erwin playing
the organ. Burial will be in the
Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p. m.
today(Monday).

restricted new housing construction,
mobile home shipments, and consumer
resistance when faced with an uncertain economic climate.
The industry began its recovery
during the third quarter of 175, but
Tappan missed the start of the recovery
by approximately one quarter due to
the Murray strike. The strike resulted
significant
manufacturing
in
dislocation and relocation costs
together with lost or deferred shipments during the third quarter.
Tappan concluded by saying: "The
year 1975 had its problems and
frustrations, but significant progress
was made on many fronts to continue
the long-range programs initiated
during 1974. Inventories were reduced
$20.2 million, or 31.5 per cent, to enable
repayment of all outstanding short-

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Smith
Funeral services for Mrs.
Lillian Lou Smith of 1308 Olive
Boulevard, Murray, were held
Saturday at eleven a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. James
A. Fisher officiating and
music by Hellon Carlin,
Marjorie Shown, and John
Winter.
Pallbearers were James B.
Carlin, Dewey Lampkins, Jr.,
Loren Adams, E. B. Howton,
Herman Boyd, James Swann,
Robert Swann, and Sal
Matarazzo. Burial was in the
Birmingham Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Mrs. Smith, widow of
George W. Smith, died Friday
at five a.m,at her home where
she resided with her daughter,
Miss Ruble E. Smith, who
survives.
The Murray woman was
preceded in death by three
sisters, Mrs. M. R. Cox, Mrs.
B. 0. Langston, and Mrs. J. W.
Carlton. She was the daughter
of the late Charles E. Smith
and Mary Jane Gray Smith.

John Lyon
Named To
New Post

Mrs. Lemonds Dies
At Hospital With
Rites Held Today

TiJ

-Continued From Page On.

Elizabeth
Mrs. Julia
Lemonds died Friday night at
the Wyandotte General
r ,Maapital, Wyandotte, Mich.
-* *ewes92 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Friendship
Baptist Church in Henry
County, Tenn. Born October
X, 1883, in Henry County, she
was the daughter of the late
Willis Toombs and Alice Boyd
Toombs. She was married
July 15, 1913 to Elmus
-Lemonds and he died January
31, 1974.
Mrs. Lemonds is survived
by one son, John Everett
Lemonds, Detroit, Mich.; one
stepson, William J. Lemonds,
Buchanan, Term.; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Loren
Williams and Mrs. Dathal
Lax, both of Buchanan,Tenn.;
one brother, Ed Toombs,
Cheyenne,Wyoming; fourteen
grandchildren; nineteen great
grandchildren; one great
great grandchild.
The funeral is being held
today at one p. m at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with
burial to follow in the Beaver
Dam Cemetery in Henry
County,Term.

John S. Lyon, an editor in
the TVA Information Office,
has been named assistant to
the general manager. His
appointment was announced
today by TVA General
Manager Lynn Seeber.
Lyon's
said
Seeber
responsibilities will include
working with and providing
state
to
information
state
and
legislatures
executive offices within the
Tennessee Valley region."We
feel the appointment of Mr.
Lyon will strengthen the
cooperative efforts and exchange it information that
already exist among TVA and
the states as we continue our
work together to improve the
quality of living in our
region."
Lyon has been a member of
the Information Office staff
since 1973. Prior to then he
was on the TVA staff at Land
Between The Dikes. Before
joining TVA in 1968, he was
employed in the Kentucky
Public
of
Department
Information.
A native of Cave City,
Kentucky, Lyon has a
bachelors degree in English
from Western Kentucky
University. He is married and
has two daughters.

term bank debt. The lower inventories
also provide considerably more
flexibility as well as reduced carrying
costs. New products introduced during
1974 and 1975 have been well accepted
by the trade and have supported increased selling prices and improved
margins. Plant productivity has improved and costs in general have been
pruned back during 1975 through the
elimination of unnecessary lumuutib ui
programs. The Company is entering
1976 in a much healtheir position than at
the start of 1975."
Tappan is a diversified manufacturer
of products used in "Serving the Heart
of the Home," including major kitchen
appliances, unitary heating and air
conditioning equipment, kitchen
cabinets, bathroom vanities and
medicine cabinets, and metal waste
containers.

West Kentucky Barrow
Show Scheduled MSU
The 1976 West Kentucky
Barrow Show and Carcass
Contest is scheduled to begin
with receiving and weighing of
entries at Murray State
University's A. Carman
Pavilion on Tuesday afternoon, March 2, between the
hours of noon and 5:00 p.m.,
to Kentucky
according
Commissioner of Agriculture
Thomas O.(Tom)Harris.
The pavilion, which is
located on College Farm
Road, Murray, will also be the
site for the on-foot show, with
official judging of entries will
also be held in conjunction
with the show activities. Both
the on-foot competition and
the judging contest will offer
classes for youth and adults.
To encourage youth participation, the West Kentucky
Barrow Show Committee is
offering special awards to the
ten highest placing individuals
in the youth judging contest.
The committee also plans to
present awards to the youths
who exhibit the first place
barrows in both the youth
lightweight class and the
youth heavyweight class.
In addition to the on-foot
show, which is to be judged by
Hank Freter, Willow Springs,
Missouri, all entries will be
slaughtered for carcass
evaluation. Dr. W. Y. Varney
will serve as carcass judge,
and results of the carcass
contest will be reported at the
West Kentucky Barrow Show
Awards
and
Banquet
Program, to be held Thursday
evening, March 4, 1976, at 6:30
p.m., in the Trianing Room of
Winslow Cafeteria on the
campus of Murray State
University.
The West Kentucky Barrow
Show is open Only to Kentucky

Over 600 Attend Fund-Raiser
For Carroll Hubbard Saturday
More than 600 persons paid 850 a Plate
to attend First District Congressman
Carroll Hubbard's primary election
campaign kickoff dinner at Ken-Bar
Resort near Kentucky Dam Saturday
night.
Only about 300 persons were
originally expected to attend and the
overflow crowd forced those in attendance to eat in three separate dining
rooms prior to moving into a large
meeting room to hear Congressman
Jerome Ambro of New York.
Hubbard, who first was elected to
Congress in 1974 after defeating 16-year
veteran Frank Albert Stubblefield of
Murray, announced last week that he
would seek a second term to the House
of Representatives. Indications are that
he will not be opposed in the May
Democratic primary.
Ambro, is the current chairman of
the 80 freshmen Democrats in the
House, a position previously
Hubbard.

pork producers. No advance
entry is required for
exhibitors at this event. The
producer needs only to bring
his barrows to the show
grounds at
the
time President Curris and the MSU board of
designated for weighing and 'regents."
recording of entries. Barrows
The report also states that Williams
weighing from 200 to 240 was a "public defender of the Murray
pounds will be entered in the State University (Elementary) School
contest.
last year when Curris recommended to
Commissioner Harris urged the board that the school be closed. The
the state's pork producers to board eventually went against the
actively support the West president's recommendation and voted
Kentucky Barrow Show and to keep the school open.
Another faculty member who
Carcass Contest, saying this
program gives the producer publicly opposed the closing of the
an opportunity to have his University School who received a lessproduct judged on the basis of than-average salary increase was Ms.
current market standards and Lovett, according to the report. It
to evaluate his performance states that she received a 3.1 per cent
as a pork producer. Persons increase while other members of the
desiring further information same academic department average a
should contact the Division of 5.3 per cent increase.
"Apparently the salary increases of
Shows and Fairs, Kentucky
Department of Agriculture, these seven individuals were not
Capital Plaza Tower, Frank- reduced to provide money for small
fort, Kentucky 40601.

predictions on the fact that many of the
freshmen won by margins of only two
per cent,four per cent and some by less
than one per cent," he said. "They won
those election when they had a very low
name recognition, but now, by virtue of
their incumbency and the fact they
have been so active, will more than
likley lead them to great victories in
November."

the New York Democrat said the fact
that they (freshmen Congressmen)
were elected "in the year of
Watergate" made them extremely
aware of their responsibilities and need
for accountability. He said that the
freshmen in the last two years have
spent more time in their respective
districts "perhaps than has ever been
spent by some of the oldtimers in their
entire tenure in Congress."

Ambro is a member of the House
Committees of Public Works and
and
Science
Transportaiton,
Technology, Study Organization and
Review of Congress, and an Ad Hoc
committee on the Outer Continental
Shelf.
Ambro also said the freshmen in
Congress have been a close-knit group
and have been traveling around the
country helping each other in their
respective bids for reelection. He said
he-hasareri on behalf-of 11 4tiperent
Colleagues in the past year.

Ambro said that new congressmen
have used every holiday and every
weekend to travel in their districts and
learn the needs and wants of their
constituents.
He added that prognosticators have
estimated that only a small percentage
of this year's freshmen will return for a
second term, but he discounted those
predictions. Ambro estimated that at
least 66 per cent of this year's first-timera
be beet._
"the prognosticators based their

MSU Proffessors

Continued From Page One

merit increases awarded to other
faculty members," the report stated.
"Large numbers of faculty members
received increases of more than 6 per
cent."
One faculty member received a 16.5
per cent increase which amounted to
$3,200, another received a $4,600 increase "and another received a $6,400
(increase) when promoted to chairman
of a department, though at MSU the
chairman's salary increment normally
ranges between $3,000 and $4,000,"
according to the report.
AAUP stated that it -oeueves Loai.
salary increases ought to be determined only on the basis of cost of living
needs and professional merit (and) the
pattern of reductions of recommended
increases...suggests that cost of living
and merit guidelines were not followed
consistently in salary determinations

during 1975.
"Using financial pressure to silence
dissidents is an arbitrary and us?.
professional action not befitting an
university administrator," the report
continues. "It is a serious threat to all
members of the university community
and a particularly inappropriate action
to take when clear procedures already
exist to deal with problems concerning
academic freedom."
Curris said the report has numerous
inaccuries and misrepresentations, but
refused to mention specific details
because it is his policy not to discuss
Individual salaries.
The president added that other
faculty members who have been active
in the Faculty Organization and AAUP
received average salary increases plus
merit increases "but they are not
mentioned in the report."
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RECUNA-ROCKER

Both Styles Available In
Counch ' Chair Love Seat

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
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MI MO WV...

Prices Too
Low To Mention

Famous LA-I-BOY Recline /Rockers

Murray Branch
7th and Main

Dunn Furniture TV lit Appliance

DEXTER GROUP
The Arts and Crafts Group
of the Dexter Senior Citizens
will meet Tuesday at 9:30 a.m.
at the Dexter Comnunity
Center.

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
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